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This document contains the Spectral Analysis Program (SAP) f 1 ow 
diagrams and 1 i s t i  ngs. The P lo t  Generation Program (PLTGEN) f low diagrams 
and l i s t i n g s  are a lso included. 
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The purpose o f  t h i s  nlanual i s  t o  present the l i s t i n g s  and flow 
diagrams f o r  the Spectral Analysis Program (SAP) and the P lo t  Generation 
Program (PLTGEN). SAP computes the power spectrum o f  an angle modulated 
signal and i s  useful i n  the analysis, design, and tes t ing o f  angle modulation 
comnunication systems. PLTGEN accepts a SAP output tape and generates the 
appropriate comnands required t o  dr ive the EAI Dataplotter. The PLTGEN 
T- output tape i s  mounted on the Dataplotter t o  obtain a power spectrum p lo t .  
The deta i led mathematical formulation o f  SAP i s  presented i n  Reference 
1 (Final Project  Report). A user's guide, providing the necessary information 
* t o  1 ) understand the general SAP computational approach and software struc- 
ture ,  2) set-up the input  parameters i n  the appropriate tape or card format, 
and 3) execute the program, i s  presented i n  Reference 2 (The Spectral 
Analysis Program, Volume I - User's Guide). User information f o r  PLTGEN 
i s  also included i n  Reference 2. 
SAP and PLTGEN were w r i t t en  using the standard TRW self-documentation 
technique. With t h i s  technique, each subroutine contains: 
r Programel tnd date 
Purpose o f  subroutine 
0 Descript ion o f  each input loutput  parameter on cards, tape, 
o r  through COMMON 
r Remarks and res t r i c t i ons  
Addi t iona l  subrouti nes required 
a Numerous functional descript ions o f  sections o f  programming 
1 ogic. 
2. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
T h i s  section presents 1 )  a brief description, 2 )  flow diagrams, and 
3) 1 ist ing for  each module or subroutine used i n  the Spectral Analysis 
Program. The presentations are i n a1 phabetical order. 
2.1 SAP MODULEISUBROU 
The following 1 
TINE DESCRIPTIONS 















Bi t reversal routine 
References computer cl ock 
Computes extended fa s t  Fourier transfcrm 
Computes f a s t  Fourier transform 
Performs f i l te r ing  of the modulating or modulated 
signal 
Generates a signal tape co~pa t ib l e  with SAP from 
a user supplied i n p u t  tape 
Tape operations routine 
Performs the exponentiation operati on used to  
generate the modulated signal representation 
from the modulating signal 
Generates the SAP plot tape 
Spectral Analysis Program driver program 
Computes timing differences 
Calculates the real and imaginary parts of the 
desired transfer function 
Generates bui 1 t - i n  mdulati ng test signals 
Large matrix transpose routine 
Prints s ignal a t  specified stages of processing. 
- G  
2.2 SAP FLOW DIAGRAMS 
A complete flow diagram for each o f  the module/subroutines listed 
in Section 2.1 is given in the fo11owing diagrams, 
B I T  REVERSAL ROUTINE (BITREV) 
K = B I T  STRING TO BE REVERSED 
LXX = NUMBER OF BITS I N  STRING 
I R E V  B I T  STRING I 
Figure 2-1. B i t  R e v e ~ a l  Routine (BITREV) 
- DUMMY T IM ING ROUTINE* (CLOCK) 
I E N T E R W I T H  1 
I J = DUMMY CALL PARAMETER 
* T h e  so le  purpose o f  t h i s  dumny r o u t i n e  i s  t o  a1 l o c a t e  
enough core storage f o r  a CS-1 rout ine  named CLOCK 
t h a t  w i  11 be loaded 1 a t e r  f r o m  paper tape. 
Figure 2-2. Dumy Timing Rcutine* (Clock) 
Ex tended FFT Su9routi ne 
r > 
ENTER WITH 
UNTl =: u n i t  number o f  i n p u t  tape 
UNT2 = uni  t nunber o f  output tape 
NR = number o f  rows i n  i n p u t  array (must be a power o f  2)  
NC = number o f  columns i n  i n p u t  array (must be a power 
1 of 2) 
= 1 compute d i r e c t  FFT lrDDE 1 
t compute inverse FFT 
*I 1 = working arrays o f  di  nension max (NR.NC) WR 
1 I Determine N such t h a t  1 
SET 
if MODE = 1 
I f  MODE f 1 
Figure 2-3. Extended F n  Subroutine 
I FOR J = 1 ,NC I 
FFT each column o f  array on UNTl and mu1 ti p l y  by t w i  dd ic 
f a c t o r  
,.- 
I 1) Read next  two records on tape UNTl and s tore  i n  AR(1) and A I ( I ) ,  I = 1, ..., NR I 
\ 
1 2) SET NCW = J I 1 3) CALL FFT (MOM, NCW) I 1 4) Mu1 ti p l y  by twiddle fac tor ,  fo r  1 = 1, NR i 
X = CON*FLOAT ( ( I - l ) * ( J - 1 )  
T!JR = COS(x) 
n41 = SIN(X) 
ARP = AR(1) 
AIP = AI(1) 
AR(1) = ARP*TWR-AIP*?VI 
A1 (I ) = ARPfT!4J+AI P*TIJR 
5) Wr i te  AR and A1 as next two records on tape UNT2 
P i  g u n  2-3. Extended FFT Subroutine (Cont 'd) 
Detenni nina N such that  1 
- 
- FFT each column o f  array on UNTl  
'I and store 
FOR J = 1, NR 
1) Read next two records on tape u n i t  UNT 
i n  AR(1) and A l ( I ) ,  I = 1, ..., NC 
2) Set NCW = 3 
3 )  CALL FFT (N, MODE, NCW) 
4) Y r i  t e  AR and A1 as next two records omn tape UNTE 
I y n d  tap; uni t s  7 
I EXIT  1 
Resulting complex array (NC rows and NR columns) 
i s  stored by columns on taoe,un i t  U T E ,  N. 8. 
independent var i  able increases a l o n ~  a row. 
Flgure 2-3. Extended FFT Subrouthe ( b n t  'd) 
Fast Fow ie r  Transfonn Routlne (FFT) 
ENTER UITH I 
MP - Def inesd lmens ionofAR,A I ,  WR, and 
L ' l  a11 o f  which are of dimension 
x*(MP+l) 
MODE - .EQ. l  Compute d i r ec t  transform 
. NE. 1 Compute inverse transform 
NCW - .EQ.1 Compute WRand W I  onen t r y  
t o  FFT 
NCW - .EQ. l  WR and W I  a n  input, usual ly 
c m u t e d  on a previous entry 
I INITIALIZE 1 
M = MP 
NCW = NCWP 
N = 2**(Mcl) 
PI  =3.1415927 
ITWOM = 2**M 
CON = PI/ITWOM 
#MI = H - 1  
} BIT REVERSED ORDER 1 
FIgure 2-4. Fast Fourler Transfonn Routlne (FFT) 
2-8 
BEGIN FFT ALGGRITHM 
MP1 = )it1 
DO I 1  = 1 ,  w 1  
I 1 P  = 2 * f ( I 1 - 1 )  
12P = 2**(11-1) 
IEXTP = 2*12P 
DO I 2  = 1 ,  11P 
I E X T  = (12 - l ) * IEXTP 
Y3R = WR(I2) 
W31 = Y I ( 1 2 )  
W I 3 =  1. 12P 
I N 0  = I3+1EXT 
I N 1  = I N O t I 2 P  
E; 1 ;[;!:I 
AOIR = h R ( I N 1 )  
A011 = A I ( I N 1 )  
CFR a W3R*AOl R-W3I*AC'1 I 
C F I  W3I*AOl R-W3R*AO1 I 
AR(1NO) = AM)R+CFP. 
A I ( I N 0 )  = AOOI+CFI 
AR(IN1) = tOOR-CFR 
A1 ( I N 1  ) AM)!-CFI 
Figure 2-4. Fast Fourier Transform Routine (FFT) (ContBd) 
- 2-9 
CALL BITREV(kM1,  MM, KP) I"'-' 
AOOR = AR(K) . 
A 0 0 1  = A I ( K )  
AOlR  = AR(KPt1 
A 0 1 1  = A I ( K P + l )  
AR(K) = AOlR 
A I ( K )  = A01 I 
AR(KP+l )  = ROOR 
AI(KP+I) = AOOI 
Figure 2-4. F a s t  Fourier Transform Routine (FFT) (Cont ' d )  
2-1 0 
' 1. 9': 
. .. 
. , 
. * .  
-. .* 
. . , *  
" .. . _& . 
I . - - 
rryy A'. 
I FORM CONJUGATE I 
Figure 2-4. Fast Fourier Transform ~ o u t i n e  (FFT) ( tont  'd) 
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FILTER MODULE 
ENTER WITH I 
ITAPl - Input  tape number 
ITAP2 = Dutput tape n u h e r  
NC = Number o f  columns i n  ARRAYS 
NR = Number o f  rows i n  ARRAYS 
DFREQ = Frequency increment 
FC = Car r i e r  frequency 
1 Butterworth 
2 Chebychev 
3 Input  Data F i l t e r  
4 I f i teara t ion  F i l t e r  
5 Product o f  4 & 1 
6 Product o f  4 & 2 
7 Product o f  4 & 3 
TMAG 
TPH Data as requi red by 
F t rans fer  funct ion rou t i ne  
NF 
NORDER = ORDER 
FCEN = Center o f  frequency 
FCUT = Cutof f  frequency 
R I P  = Ripple 
Rewind t a ~ e  
Uni ts  ITAP1 
& ITAP2 P I 
SET I FLAG & IOPT BY 
I F I L 1  2 3 4 5 6 7  I IOPT 1 2 3 1 2 3  1 
Figure 2-5. Filter Module 
center 
Low Pass 
FMAX = CELT 
I F C  = 0 
Band Pass 
W X  = FC + E L F  
I F C  = 1 
Yes 
\ 
P r i n t  error  message 
"input f i l t e r  frequency 
spread inva l id  f o r  sianal" 
I 
Ffgure 2-5. F I  1 t e r  Module (Cont'd) 
2-1 3 
I Read nex t  two records f r o m  Tape ITAP1, each record  has NR words. Store as I ( 1 s t  Record AR(i) 1.1, NR I 
I FLAG oie 
F i l t e r  AR and A1 f o r  
f reauencies above FC 
1. For I = 1, NR/2 
a) Set 
FREQ = FLOAT ((J-1) + (I-l)*NC)*DFREQ + FC 
b) C a l l  TRFN w i t h  FREQ, IOPT, PAR, TMAG, 
F, NF, and r e t u r n  w i t h  TR and T I  
c) Set  
ARP = AR ( I )  
AIP = A1 (I) 
d )  AR ( I )  = ARPfTR - AIP*TI 
A1 (I ) = ARP*TI + AIPfTR 
Figure 2-5. Filter Module (Cont'd) 
I F i l t e r  AR and A1 f o r  n e g a t i v e  f ref luencies  (Modulating S i q n a l )  I 
1 .  For I = (NR/2) + 1 ,  NR 
b) S e t  
FREQ = FLOAT (NR*NC-(J-1)- (IP-l)*NC) 
*DFREQ 
c) Cal l  TRFN w i  t h  FREQ, IOPT, PAR, T t W ,  
F ,  NF and r e t u r n  wi th  T R  and'TI 
d )  S e t  
e )  S e t  
I FLAG .eza 
Figure 2-5. Filter Module (Cont'd) 
F i l t e r  AR and A1 fo r  frequencies I below FC (blodulated S igna l )  I 
1. For I = (NR12) + 1 ,  NR 
a)  S e t  I P  = NR + (NRl2) + 1 - I 
FREQ = FC - FLOAT(NR*NC-(J-1) 
- (IP-I)*NC)*DFREQ 
c)  Ca l l  TRFN wi t h  FREQ, ! OPT, PAR, TMAG, 
F, NF and r e t u r n  w i t h  TR and T I  
I ARP = AR(1P) 
AIP = AI(IP) 
e) Set 
Figure 2-5. Filter Module (Cont'd) 
Integration filter - modulating 
signal only 
. ' 7  1. F o r 1  = 1, ... 
a) FREQ = T !  , . I . ' %  ((J-1) 
+ \ 1.- 1 ) *NC) *DFREQ 
b)  TI = -1 ./FREQ 
C) IF(FREQ.LT.1.OE-30) TI = 0 
d) ARP = AR(1) 
AIP = AI(1) 
e) AR(1) = -AIP*TI 
AI(1) = ARPfTI 
2. For I = (NR/2) + 1, NR 
a) FREQ = FLOAT(NC*NR - (J-1) 
- ( I*- 1 ) *NC) *DFREQ 
b) TI = +l./FREQ 
C) IF(FREQ.LT.1.OE-30) TI = 0 
d) ARP = AR(1) 
AIP = AI(1) 
= -A1 P*TI 
Figure 2-5. Filter Module (Cont'd) 
blri t e  tv!o records on Tane 
ITAP2,  each record has N R  
words 
T a o e s  ITAPl 
& ITAP2 
Return D 
Figure 2-5. Filter Module (Cont'd) 
INPUT SIGNAL MODULE 
Enter w i t h  I 
IUNTl = Input  tape u r i  t 
IUNT2 = Output tape f ~ n i  t 
NR1 = Number o f  rows i n  i npu t  array 
NC1 = Number o f  columns i n  i npu t  array 
DT1 = Sampling i n t e r v a l  f o r  i npu t  data 
NR2 = Number o f  rows i n  o u t ~ u t  arrays 
NC2 = Number o f  columns i n  output 
arrays 
KSR = Defines output samplinq i n t e r v a l  
as DTlIKSR 
I Rewind tape uni t s  IUNTl & IUNT2 I 
I Read record from u n i t  IUNTl and s to re  i n  S( I  ) I = 1 , NR1 I 
Figure 2-6. Input Signal  Module 
I n i t i a l i z e  
AI(I) = 0. I = 1,  NR2 
P I  = S(1) 
P2 = s(2 )  
11 = 2 
I 2  = 1 
31 = 1 
I 32 = 1 TERM = (P2-Pl)/FLOAT!KSR) 
1 
Write two records on uni t 
IUNT2, each has NR2 words 
I = l , N W  
Figure 2-6. Input Signal Module (Cont'd) 
The time var iable incre- K.1 
11 - I 1  + 1 
1 
Yes 
P I  = P 2  
. -  = S ( l 1 )  
T E n  8 (P2-Pl ) /FLOAT(KSR:  
. No Yes 
I Y 
Read record from Point  e r r o r  message, 
IV(T1 and store i n  not  enough input data 
$ ( I )  I = 1, NR1 t o  generate output 
Flgure 2-6. Input Slgnal Module (Cont'd) 
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Dumny Tape Control Routine* (MAGTPP) 
I J = Dummy Ca l l  Parameter 
1 
The sole puroose o f  t h i s  dumny routine i s  t o  a1 locate enough 
cow storage f o r  a CS-1 routine named MAGTAP t h a t  w i  11 be 
loaded l a t e r  from paper tape. 
Figure 2-7. Dunmy Tape Control Routine* (MAGTAP) 
. Modulation Module (MID)  
1 ENTER WITH 
IUNTl = input  tape u n i t  
IUNT2 = Output taPe uni t 
NR = Number o f  rows i n  
input  arrays 
NC = Number o f  colunms i n  
input  arrays 
BETA = Scaling ~ar-ameter 
and IUNTZ 
'-4 
Compute exoonential f o r  each term 
- - 
FOR J = 1, NC 
1) Read two records f r o m  IUNTl. and store i n  
AR(I), A I ( I ) ,  I = 1, NR 
2) For I = 1, NR 
AR(1) = COS (BETA*AR(I)) 
AI(I) = SIN (BETA*AI(I)) 
3) Wri te  two records on IUNT2 
and IUNTE 
Figure 2-8. Modulation Module (MOD) 
PLOT MODULE 












Inout da ta  tape u n i t  
Outnut taoe u n i t  f o r    lotting 
equi oment 
Number of rows in  innut ARRAYS 
Number of columns in input ARRAYS 
> O Frequency ( i n  her tz )  a t  which -
  lot disolay begins 
- Z00t4 t y ~ e  di snlav 
< 0 Carr ie r  f requenc ,~  i n  cen te r  
t y ~ e  of display 
Car r i e r  frequency ( i n  her tz )  
Number of ~ o i n t s  t o  be averaged 
f o r  each o u t ~ u t  ~ o i n t  
Increment i n frequency vari  ab? e 
between input  ~ o i n t s  
Maximum Dower comnonent of input 
signal 
I f  . LE. zero module corn~utes and 
outouts AMX 
0, P r i n t  and o l o t  
1 ,  P lo t  only 
2, P r i n t  only 
0, P r i n t  on u m e r  half  of b l o t  
Daoer 
1, P r i n t  on lower ha l f  of b l o t  
paoer 
Rewind tape  un i t s  
IUNTl and IUNT2 









COMPUTE 1l4XI MUM POWER COMPONENT 
For each J = 1, NC 
1) Read two records from u n i t  
IUNT1, each has NR words 
and store i n  
AR(1 )  1.1, ..., NR 
A1 ( I )  I=I,. . . ,NR 
2) Determine maximum o f  AMAX 
and (AR(I)**2 t AI(I)*2) 
I=1, . . . ,NR and store i n  M A X  
Rewind taoe u n i t  n 
Determine P lo t  Tvne 1 1  
IFC = 1 I F  FSTRT > FC 
IFC ,= -1 I F  WRT FC I 
Figure 2-9. P l o t  Module (Cont'd) 
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Check bounds and adjust NAVE i f  
necessary 
1) Set FMAX = DELF*FLOAT(NR* (NC/2)-1) 
FLAST = MLF*FLOAT(NAVE*(NPS-1)) 
2) I f  FLAST MAX then se t  
HAVE = ((NRfNC/2)-l)/(NPS-1) . 
and w r i t e  ou t  "NAVE has heen adjusted 
t o  (value of NAVE)" t- 
Check bounds and adjust  NPS i f  necessary I 
1) FLAST = FSTRT + DELF FLOAT(tiAVE*(NPS-1)) 
2) I f  IFC = 1 Set 
FMAX = FC + DELF * FLOAT((NR*NC/~)-1) 
I f  IFC = -1  Set 
FMAX = FC 
3) I f  FLAST FMAX then set  
NPS = ( INT ( ( FMAX- FSTRT) / DEL F)+1 )/NAVE 
and o r i n t  out  message "number of m i n t s  
o l o t t ed  has been adjusted t o  (value o f  NPS)" 
1 I n i t i a l i z e  
~ P S  = 1.E-7 
SUM = 0. 
NSUM = 0 
K = l  
PMIN = -70. 
SAVE = FLOAT(NAVE) 
Figure 2-9. P l o t  Module (~ont'd) 
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KT = KT + 1 
NSUM = PISUM + 1 
- 
1 )  K P = K  
2) I f  I F C  = 0 and IPASS = 1 ,  then 
KP = KP + NPS 
3 P(KP) = 10.  LOT.,^ (SUIV(AMAX*XAVE)) 
4) If P(KP) < PMIN set 
P(KP) = PMIN 
5)  F(KP) = FSTRT + DELF FLOAT((K-I)*NAVE) 
6) K = K + I  
NSUM = 0 
S t o r e  K t h  average nower i n  DB's I 
L 
Figure 2-9. P l o t  Module (Cont'd) 
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# 
NZTART = INT((FSTRT-FC+EPS)/MLF) + 
N = NSTARTINR 




FDUM = FC - DELF * FLOAT(NR*NC/2) 
NSTART = I N T (  (FSTRT- FWM+EPS)/DELF)+l 
N = NSTARTINR 
KT = NSTART - N NR 
N = N + NR/2 
on un i t  I UNTl 
-- - 
Read next two records 
from un i t  ILR(T1 and 
store i n  
AR(1) I = I  ,... ,NR 
A I (1 )  1=1,.  ..,NR 
I Comute Power Comnonents I I For I = 1,NR. set AR(1) = AR(1) ** 2 + A I ( 1 )  ** 2 I 
Figure 2-9. Plot Module (Cont'd) 
IPASS = IPASS + 1 
No 
\ -  
I P r i n t  ou t  P(K) and F(K) K = I, NPS I 
Return 0 
R e i n i t i a l i z e  f o r  lower h a l f  o f  FC 
centered p l o t  
SUM = 0. 
NSUM = 0 
K = l  
NSTART = NR * NC + 1 - NPS * NAVE 
N = NSTARTINR 
KT = NSTART - N * NR 
NSTRT = FC - DELF * FLOAT(NPSfNAVE 
- J 1 4 
General fane f o r  P l o t t i n g  Equi m e n t  , 
, Cal l  PLTGEY , 
a) Tane u n i t  i s  IUNT2 
b) P(K) ,  F(K) , K = 1 ,. . . , NPS, are t he  
denendent and inde~endent  var iables , 
resoect i  ve lv  
Rewind tane 
u n i t  IUNTl 
Figure 2-9. Plot Module (Cont'd) 
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MAIN PROGRAM (SAP) 
b t 
Read I n  a l l  input data t 
and w r i t e  out 
wi th  labels 
I Entry point selection based on I E P  I 
Entry point  EO,  E l  ,. . . 
Value o f  I E P  1, 2 ,  ... 
I Generate t e s t  siqnal 
Ca l l  TSGEN w i t h  
IUNT = I D T  
NR = NRIDT 
NC = N C I D T  
rn = DELT 
IOPT = ISOPT 
IFM = IFM 
A = A  
F = F  
0 = THETA 
M = M  
TP = TP 
Figure 2-10. Main Program (SAP) 
SCALE SIGNAL 
1)  Rewind Uni t  IDT 
2 )  S e t  SMAX = 0. 
3) For J = l  , NCIDT 
a )  Read two records  from I DT 
S t o r e  i n  
A R ( I )  I = I ,  NRIDT 
AI(1) 1 = 1 ,  NRIDT 
b)  S e t  
SMAX = MAX [SMAX, ] A R ( I )  I 1=1 ,NRIDT] 
4) Rewind IDT 
5) For J = 1 ,  NCI DT 
a )  Eead two records  and 
S t o r e  i n  
I = l ,  NRIDT 
AR(l{ 1 ( I  1=1 ,  NRIDT 
b) S e t  
AR(I )  = (I./SMAX)*AR(I) I = I  , NRIDT 
c) Write two r e c o r d s ,  AR(1) and AI(1) 
I = l ,  NRIDT, on Uni t  IST . 
6)  Rewind IDT and IST 
Figure 2-10. Main Program (SAP) (Cont'd) 
Update tape key data 




I Call  TRANS wi th  
UNTIN = I D T  
UNTOUT = I S T  
NR = NRIDT 
NC = NCIDT 
I vr* 
I 
Update tape key data I (Referred t o  as 1) I 
TEMP = I DT 
IDT = I S T  
IST = TEMP 
TEW = NCIDT 
NCIDT = NRIDT 
NRIDT = TEMP 
*Ivc and I v r  a m  special notations, f o r  convenience only, 
def in ing the re1 a t i  ons h i  p between the i ndependen t var i  able 
(time o r  frequency) and the rows and columns o f  the arrays 
a t  the point  indicated as follows: I v c  - denotes tha t  the 
independent variable increments along a colunm ( o r  w i th in  
a record), thus, tire next no in t  i s  qenerally i n  the same 
record whi le I v r  - &notes tha t  the independefit variable 
increments along a row ( o r  from record t o  record), thus, 
the next po in t  i s  qenerally i n  the next record. 
Figure 2-10. Main Program (SAP) ( ~ o n t ' d )  
2-32' 
Read i n  t e s t  s iqna l  
and resamnle 
C a l l  ISAR w i  t h  
IUNT1 = IDT 
IUNT2 = IST 
NR1 = NR1 
NC1 = NCl 
DT1 = DELT 
NR2 = NRIDT 
NC2 = NCIDT 
KSR = KSR 
Update taoe key data  
(Referred t o  as 2 )  I 
TEMP = IDT 
IDT = IST 
IST = TEMP 
Yes 
-- 
( F i  1 ter modul a t i  nq 
S i  gnal ) 
Figure 2-10. k i n  Program (SAP) (tont'd)  
2-33] 
I FFT modulat ing s i g n a l  I 
Cal l  EFFT w i  th 
UNT1 = IDT 
UNT2 = IST 
NR = NRIDT 
NC = NCIDT 
MODE = 1 
AR, * I ,  NR, working a r r a y s  
WI , BUF,  NBUF and b u f f e r  a r e a  
l'. d a t e  t ape  key d a t a  
a s  i n  1 
- -- 
I n i t i a l i z e  d a t a  f o r  f i l t . e r  
I )  DFREQ = I./(FLOAT(NRIDT*NCIDT)*DELT) 
!) set IFIL by 
a )  IFOPT = 1 or 3 t h e n . s e t  IFIL by 
t a b l e  
I FM 2 2 2  - 1 1 1  
IFTYPI 1 2  3 - 1 2  3 
IFIL 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  
b)  IFOPT = 0 or  2  and IFM = 1 t hen  
IFlL = 4 
FIgurc 2-10. Win Program (SAP) (Cont'd) 
2-341 
I F i l t e r r n o d u l a t i n q  s i g n a l  I 
C a l l  FILTER w i  th 
I T A P I  = IDT 
ITAP2 = IST  
NC = NCIDT 
NR - NRIDT 
DFREQ = DFREQ 
I F I L  = I F I L  
NR 
NORDER = NORDl 
FCEN = FCENl 
FCUT = FCUTl 
RIP = RIP1 
- -  
t 
U p d a t e  tape key d a t a  
u s i n g  2 
C a l l  EFFT w i t h  
UNTl = I D T  
UNT2 = I S T  
NR = NRIDT 
NC = NCIOT 
MDM = 2 
AR, A I ,  WR, 1 working a r r a y s  
H I .  BUF, NBUF ( and buf fer  a r e a  
U p d a t e  t a p e  key d a t a  I 
Ffgure 2-10. !b in  Program (SAP) (Cont'd) 
I Compute time domain representa t i  on o f  modulated s ignal  
C a l l  MOD w i  th  
IUNT1 = IDT 
IUNT2 = IST 
NR = NRIDT 
NC = NCIDT 
BETA = BETA 
- - I FFT t ime donai n representat ion 
C a l l  EFFT w i  t h  
UNTl = IDT 
UNT2 = IST 
NR = NRIDT 
NC = NCIDT 
MODE = 1 
worki nq arrays k W  and b u f f e r  areas 
I I v r  
Update tape key 
data  with 1 
Figure 2-10. Main Program (SAP) ( ' jont'd) 
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s i g n a l  ) 4 
F i  1 t e r  m o d u l a t e d  s i  g n a l  
C a l l  FILTER wi th 
I T A P I  = IDT 
. ITAP2 = I S T  
NC = NCIDT 
NR = NRIDT 
DFREQ = DFREQ 
: F I  I- = I FTY P2 
FC = FCARR 
TMAG, TPH, F, TMAG2, TPH2, F2' 
NF, PAR N F2, NORD2, 
FCEN2, FCUT2, 
U ~ d a t e  t a o e  k e y  
UNTIN = JOT 
UNTOUT = I S T  
NR = NRIDT 
NC = NCIDT 
Figure 2-10. R i n  Program (SAP) (&nt1d)  
I P l o t  D a t a  
I Call PLOT w i  t h  
IPMODE = IPMODE 
I U N T l  = I D T  
I U J T 2  = I S T  
N R = N R I D T  . 
NC = NCIDT 
NAVE = iJAVE 
FC = FCARR 
FSTRT = FSTRT 
E L F  = DFREQ ' 
AMAX = AMAX 
IPLPOS= IPLPOS 
Wri t e  out  AMAX 
I d 
Figure 2-10. Main Progra!! (SAP) (Cont'd) 
Timinq D i f fe rence  Com~uta t ion  Routine (TIMER) 
ENTER !JITtI I 
I = F i r s t  c a l l  t o  computer clock 1 J = Second c a l l  t o  computer c loc  d 
Compute Oi f fe rence  i n Seconds 
X = J = I  
T = XJ1024. 
M '= T/60. 
Y = M  
S = T - Y*60. 
Figure 2-1 1. Timi ng Difference Computation Routine (TIMER) 
TRANSFER FUNiTI ON COMPUTATION ROUT1 NE 
Enter  w i t h  I 
FREQ = Frequency a t  which t rans fe r  
f u r A i o n  i s  t o  be e ~ a l u a t e d  
1 use Butterworth F i l t e r  
2 use Chebvshev F i l  t e r  
3 use Inout  Data F i l t e r  
TMAG =, Magni tude, ~hase ,  a t  
c o r r e s ~ o n d i  ng frequency 
TPH = of I n ~ u t  Data F i l t e r .  
Each i s  a vector  o f  
dimension ?4F - < 50. 
Dimension o f  TMAG, TPH, and 
F vectors (i 50) 
- 
NORDE R= ORDER 
FCEN = Center frequency 
FCUT = Cutof f  f r equenq  






Equa ti ons 
- - - - - -  






- -  - - -  
Refer t o  
Ao~end i  x 
* - L 
Figure 2-1 2. Transfer Funct ion computation Routine 
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Determine N such t h a t  
F(N) < FREQ < F ( N t 1 )  
by searchi ng-from NS, 
in all cases N - > NS. 
INTERPOLATE FOR 
MAGNITUDE & PHASE 
DF = (FREQ - F(Ns))/(F(Ns+I) - F(NS)) 
TMAGP = TMAG(NS) + DF*(TMAG(NS + 1) 
-TMAG (NS) ) 
TPHP = TPH(NS) + DF*(TPH(NS + 1 )  
-TPH (NS) ) 
I COMPUTE REAL & IMAGINARY PARTS I 
Figure 2-12. Transfer Function Computation ~ o u t i n e  (Cont'd) 
C 
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TEST SIGNAL GENERATION MODULE 
Enterwith 1 
IUNT = Taoe unit for outout signal 
NR = Number of rows i n  outout arrays 
NC = Number of columns in o u t ~ u t  arrays 
DT = Delta time between o u t n u t  points 
Sinusoidal test sirpal 
Periodic four level grav signal tes t  signal 
Periodic square wave tes t  signal 
tude, frequency, and 
f o r  IOPT = 1 
M M < 25 com~onents 
TP(1-4)  \ For ICPT = 2 ,  defines time points 
A(1+4) of breaks and change in amoli tude 1 a t  breaks 
TP(5) Defines neriod of four level 
test signal 
For IOPT = 3 ,  defines period and 
amplitude of square wave 
unit IUNT 
Figure 2-1 3. Test Signal Generati on Module 
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I n i t i a l i z e  
b) IF  I O P T =  1  Se t  
F(1)  = 2 *F(I)  I = l ,  M 
( I )  = 2 * ( I )  I = l ,  M 
c)  S e t  




IOPT = 2 
For I = 1 ,  NR 
a )  I F T  TP(K) Set 
S = S+A(K) 
K = K+1 
b)  I F K = 6  Set 
K = l  
T=O. 
S=O. 
C) AR(1) = S - SMEAN 
T = T+DT 
IOPT = 3 
- - 
For I = 1 ,  NR 
a)  If T TP(1). then 
Set 
T=T-TP (1 ) 
S t - S  
b) AR(1) = S 
d) T = T+DT 
(Cont'd) Flgure 2-1 3. Test Signal Generatidn Module 
I Write  two records on tape u n i t  IUNT, each has NR words 
I 
E x i t  
I The ti me var i  able increments along a column I 
Flgure 2-1 3. Test  Signal Generation Module (Cont'd) 
Transpose Subroutine 
UNTIN = uni t number o f  i n ~ u t  a ~ e  
UNTQUT = u n i t  number o f  output  taoe 
N R = number o f  rows i n  i nout arra.y on !INTIN 
1 NC = number o f  colurms i n  i n p u t  array on UNTIN 
1 
Transowe cornolex array on tape uni t UNTl and s tore  
1 
resu 1 t on taoe uni t UNT2. Arrays a r e  s tored by columns 
a1 t e r n a t i  ng ,columns being the rea l  and imagi nar,y cow 
~ o n e n t s .  BUF working area i s  t o  be used t o  minimize 
the number o f  rewinds requi red o f  i n o u t  t a w .  I 
The t rans~osed  complex array on taoe 
UNT2 has NC rows and NR columns 
Figure 2-14. Transpose Subroutine 
Taoe Signal Read and P r i n t  Routine (WRITE) 
ENTER WITH 
I U  = Data tape u n i t  
NC = Number o f  record p a i r s  
on taoe 
NR = Number o f  wordslrecord 
Rewind I U  Q 
Read data tape and p r i n t  data 
FOR J = 1, NC 
1) Read nex t  two records on taoe I U  and s to re  i n  
AR(1) and A I ( I ) ,  I = 1, ..., NR 
2) P r i n t  J 
3) P r i n t  r ea l  p a r t  o f  s iqna l  AR('I) ,  I = 1, NR 
4) P r i n t  imaginary p a r t  o f  s iqna l  A I ( I ) ,  I = l ,  NR 
Figure 2-15. Tape Signal Read and Pr in t  Routlne (TURITE) 
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2.3 SAP LISTINGS 
This section presents a complete listing for the SAP program, 
A l J ' ~ 1  
L.4.. I&, 4 
L&\k  
lu F - u k f A  IAPE Lil\llP 
l i lP  - r'r.Guknr4 L i ~ T r l y  POIE4T 
IF ,*I - o c G 0 1  FM M G u d L ~ f l O i 4  
- * L ~ a 2  PHASE MO~ULATION 
1):dPi - r c G o O  id0 F I L T E H I , ~ ~ ~  
1 F I L T U  PIUD~LAT~~G OF TEST SIGNAL ONLY 
- 2 FILTEH MdDULAftG SIGidAL ONLY 
- o ~ d 0 3  F I L l E H  TLST ANC, P~ODULATED SIGNAL 
i~ r w l  - .tu0l ~~UTTLRJOIITII FILTE~~ 
- 0 L i . 2  CHtdYCtiLV t'ILTER 
- O L W . ~  INPUT F A L T L ~  
i p  1 f P ~  - o r u o l  dUI TLRwOdTrt FILTER 
- a tbe2  CHLbYCHEV FILTER 
- oLb03 INPUT F I L T L ~  
~t'LYba - o L U o l I  PLbT *ILL dE ON UPPER HALF OF PLOT PAPER 
o t u a l  PLUT MILL SE Oh  LOkER HALF OF PLOT PAW . 
APIWuc - o t u o u  PHlhT POhCH SPECTRUM At.0 GENERATE DATA 
UkLY b€lLAATE GATA TAPE 
oLw.2 WLY PHIrdT POhEH SPECTRUM 
raupl - otuob  UStd  IIJPUT SIGhAL ON TAPE IDT 
- o t ~ o l  SI IJUSGIDA TLST SlGlJAL 
- o t U 0 2  PEKIOUIC FOUR LEVEL GRAY SIGNAL TEST 
- aLua3 PEhIOUIC SQUARE W A V E  TEST SIGNAL 
Aai - b9hdE TAPE LhiA1 
hah - d i p  r l u t a  S # P ~ L I I J ~  RATE FOR kECAYPLEU SIGrJAL. 
l kdF  - b i i l ;  OF UUFFER FUR TAPi I K A I J S ~ ~ S ~ ;  ROUTI~JE#TT~AIJS 
t ~ 1 3 1  - ~YJPICEI< OF CULUIVIIJ'~ l i d  LATA K A T R I X  
I dr- 1 - ,LFI~~LS 1 d h ~ t 4  OF PUIP~IS FOR INFUT FILTER# 
i F T t P l  = 3 
i d  2 - utFLhtS d\Ui-i~Et{ OF PGInTS FOR INPUT FILTEE, 
rFlYPc -' 3 
l ~ l ~ ? '  - , r u ~ ~ l ~ t i c  0 F  ti065 1 1 4  DATA 6ATRIX 
Ian1 - ;&+:dE;t C ) t  t<iLCWCS ON IlJPUT LATA TAPE 
t.thVC - r~U,.,uEr< OF FOIIGTS T O  5E AVERAGED I N  OUTPUT 
A L ~ K I  - I l l A i  ndHAY CUhTRclLS THE PHIIu'I ING OF THE SIGNAL 
u . ~  -rttL L A T A  TAW. THL SIGIJAL ON THE TAPE WILL d~ 
PI~AIJ~LL) bY k CALL TO TnHITk I F  THE PARAMETER iS 
i . c u ~ L  TG 1. 
AiPt<I'i;) t ~ F ~ t t b  TO PHIIJT AFTtd TSGEE. OR ISAH 
ILrHlLL) r d  CKS T 3  P ~ ~ ~ I M T  AFTLH FARST CALL TO LFFT 
l iPt t lLa)  I~LFEH',. 10 PRII\JT AFTCii FtHST CALL TO FILTER 
i ~P i17C4)  d i k t i S  T O  PH1i;T AFTER SECOIib CALL TO EFFT 
lif 'dlL3) ncFtf(5 10 PK1141 AFTER T l i I R t  CALL i 6  EFFT 
1 I F  T3 W I G T  AFTER StCOhO CALL TO FILTER 
AIWX - 1\~biXICiui4 POhER COp,POi tE:JT OF IiuPUl' SIGNAL 
b t  i w  - PIUOUL~T IO h  Ildt A t IWLT IPL. IES ENTIRE TEST SZGNAL 
b i ~ T  - 1 ~ I V I L  5EPcricATIui~C I N  SECONuS) bETWEEN POINTS I N  
1kST SIGhAL OH BkTdLEb! USER IIJPUT SIGNAL PRIOR 
I HESA~PLIIJG 
1 I I /L- - UP TG 50 C~AHACTGHS FOR RUN TITLE ANU/OR DATE 
FC - iAiinlLH FHEJULNCY 
F A  - rMuUcdCYL I N  t i L H l Z )  A? W I C H  MAGNITUDE AND PHP.SE 
AS SPtCIFIE3 FCR MODULATED SIGNAL 
F L  - FHEuUE;JCYCII~ hERTZ) A T  WHICH MAGEiITUDE AND PtlASE 
l'a SPtC lF IEd  FOR MODULATING SIGNAL 
F CEidA - ~ * + f t r i  FnEOCJLhCY FOR BUTTEiibORTH OH 3fLYCHEV 
f i k l w  - C € r ~ l L h  FH~CUECJCY FGi4 81 .TERCORTH OH CHEBYCdLV 
R I P 4  - HAPPLL FOR ~UTT€~I~HTH FILTER 
V d G A  - ~*ik&\rITclDC GF I i ~ P d f  FILTER TRANSFER FUNCT 19N 
T r l ~ G k  - P I ~ S ~ J I ~ U ~ E  OF INPUT F iLTEi t  TRANSFER FUNCTIOIJ 
I d b H 3 1  - uFti;.Ck OF 1hE ~!JTTEHJOHT~ OR CHEBYCHEV FILTER 
b w d d  - 3 i L E H  OF THE ~UTTEHNOHTH OR CHZBYCHEV FILTER 
* C 3 1 1  - ~ u l u F F  FAEwULIJCY FOR bLlTTERlwORTt1 OR CHEBYCHEV 

SAP P H 3 G H  uivl L 1 ST I h G  

- 
SAP PROGRAM LISTlblG 
SAP P H ~ G ~ A M  LISTlhG 


SAP PROiit(,i14 L I S T  I NG 
SAP PROGRAM . - LISTI iqG 

SAP PROWAM LISTIIJG 
~ d n w  I ~r,:t PLU f L IUI. f A t I I J I JT~  v hR t IJC t 1P1400E t NAVEtFC,DELFtFSTHT 
1 t AI~IAA t APLPdS 1 
C U * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Cu 
cb t - t t ~ b r i A i ~ L H  wN3 UATL . - -  
i; b ~ l C t i h t < u  C , THO~-IAS 
CL, Tnw SYSTil'rS 
Cb JUNE 1972 
C D  . - 
(;U rbd'3SL 
CiJ 6ti~EkACE5 THt: dATA TAPE REQUIRED TO DRIVE THE E A I  PLOTTER 
CLi ALSO r ~ h i 1 ~ 1 . 5  THL DATA TO BE PLOTTED* 
CI; 
CIJ b%bL 
CU CALL PLUTL I u d T l  t ~ u I ' J T ~ ~  NR t i& I PMODE v NAVE, FC t DELFt FSTRT t 
CLj H I ~ A X  t IPLPOS 
clj 
CU 11 P U 1  
L ~ J  C A L L I w  SL~UEIIICE - 
CU 1 U ~ f l  - ~IJPUT TAPE W I T  
CU I r i ~ T 2  - SPAt4E TAPE UNIT -- . . . -..-.- 
CL, ha - NUM~EH 'dF ROJS IN*-I~PUT ARRAYS 
LO 
CiJ 
&C - N U ~ b E k  OF COLUMNS It4 IhPuT ARRAYS 
hAVE - kUrdBEtt OF INPUT POINTS TO BE AVERAGED I N  OUTPUT - -
FC - CENTER FHEQUEIVCY OF PLOT . ~ 
O ~ L F  - IFJZREFIENT BETWEEN Ir4PUT POINTS[ FREQUENCY ) 
FSTRT- --.START ING FREQUEIUCY O F  PLOT- 
IPMOIJE - * EQ* 0 PRINT PONER SPEETRUM AND GENERATE - D A T A " -  -- 
.?EQeZ ONLY PRINT PONER SPECTRUM ..  . --- 
* E a r l  ONLY GENERATE DATA TAPE 
ANAX - NAXIMrlM POWER cOIU~PONENT OF-INPUT SIGNAL - - 
COl*llulOl~ 
1TfTLc; - -UP 1 0 - 3 0  CH$IACTERS FOR RUN-TITLE AND/OR DALE 
CWrtO 
T ~ P L  -.-- - - - - .  
AH - REAL PART OF SIGNAL- 
A 1  - IflAGINARY PART OF-SIGNAL - - . --.-- . 
SAP PHOdHkM LISTING 
w 1  r'bT 
ChLL ScNti . tCE 
COb~Mblu 
P d l N f  
P - tJ3wdt  SPECTfWh A d Q A Y t  OEPENOENT PLOT VARIABLE 
F - FHEWcluCY A W A Y ,  IWEPLNDENT PLOT VARIABLE 
T A t J t  
AFLX~GI.AHAiO APIAX = X ---.- - .. . - - .  -- 
3 C O N f  Ikui 
4 col~TIp4ut; -- - - - -- . - . - 
CALL MdciTkPC i 4 v  l Q t  AH@ l h f  1) 
5 GOIJTlc&r - --. - . - - - 
~ ~ r s  = YCW 
IFL IPhWEeEQe2) I ~ P S  = NR*NC/2 
AFLFSTHT) o t7 t7  
6 CONTllrtUr -. .. 
I F C  I 0 

- -- 





























































































































SAP PROGRAM LXSTING 

- .- 
SAP PROGHAM LISTING 
SAP PROGFiAM L ISTI I JG 
r w w b ~  
C L ~ C K  AS A UUMMY ROUTINE THAT ALLOCATES CORE STORAGE FOR . 
A CS-l AS~EMULY LANGUAGE hOiJTINE NAMED CLOCK. THE CS-1 
PHOGHAi., R~FEHE~JCES THE CUI-IPUTEH CLOCK. f HE COMPUTER CLOCK 1 
GIVES kt4 nbSOLUTE TIME WHICH HAS bO MCANINGFUL REFERENCE : 
TAML d~St. TWO SEPERATL CPLLS TO THIS ROUTINE MAY BE USED - 
WITH 5Uti~dUTllUL TIMER TO C,OMPUTE THE RUN TIME OF A SEG- ' 
hCdT 3F THE PRGGRAM. 
CL4 
CtJ 
--- ----. *. ..- . - - .. - . -- - 
R E ~ ~ A R K S  AND RESTRICTIONS 
.- . THIS HOUTANE ALLOCATES THE NECESSARY CORE REQUIRED FOR 
THE CS-1 PROGRAM WHICH MUST BE LOADED BY PAPER TAPE. SEE 
PHOGHAN OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR CORRECT PROCEDURES. 
SUdh~bTiiuLS #EdclIHLil 
SAP PROGRAM L I S T 1  IvG 
. - 
. . .. e *~:,$y ' .7iii,;JtB , . , * . , 
5 
- . - .. -. .- . 
A" L . .--.----- -.-- . - 
SAP PHCIGHAM LISTIrJG 
SUrj lwUT~l lL ~ F F ~ ~ A A ~ A I ~ W U ~ W I ~ X I ~ I O ~ ~ U R O ~ ~ N C O L ~ F I O D E )  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
rrtuur3kr-r?;~h: Ulul, uATE 
K I L T ~ A ~ I J  C* T t i 0 ~ 1 k S  
1d.k SYSTENS 
3cCtr1Bt3  1971 
PIIdPuSt 
iOmPUTES TtiL UASCKETE FOURIER TRANSFORM USING THE COOLEY- 
'fc)ktY AL;jOr(r THIQ 
- .  - - 
u5nbrl 
CALL ~ F F T L A K ~ A A ~ ~ R ~ ~ I ~ I I , I O I N R O ~ ~ N R O ~ ~ ~ ~ J C O L ~ M O D E ~ N B U F ~  
CLj 
CU ut;sC~l?7'10i~ OF PAHAMETERS 
CI, 
Cu 1ivPcrT 
LU A h  - H t k ~  POHllOh OF FUNCTIOh TO BE TRANSFORMED* 
CIJ n1 - ~MAGINMRY.PORTION OF FUNCTION TO BE TRANSFORMED* 
Cb d n  - HLAC PCiRTlOlu OF EXPONElriTIAL TEHlJlSo 
CLJ k 1  - IkAbl l jkHY PORTION OF EXPOi4ENTIAL TERMS. 
Cb LA - I r r W T  ~ A P L  W I T .  
CU 10 - ObTPUT T A P t  UNIT*  
Cb rJHW - tJUli,ijEH OF HOUS I N  INPUT ARRAY,  
CLi IiCOL - IVUPI~LH OF COLUMNS I N  INPUT ARRAY*  
CL, MObii - eEUeA COMPUTE DIRECT FFTr 
Cu * ~ E e i  COMPUTE INVERSE FFT* 
Cb 
CD vcrl P u  l 
CD AR - RLAL P O R T ~ O N  OF T GNSFORM. 
CL, W i  - ICiAGIiJkHY PClt4TION OF TRANSFORM* . . 
Cu WH - REAL POt3TION OF EXPONENTIAL TERMS. 
CL dI IMAGII~AHY PORTION. OF EXPOhENTIAL TERMS* 
CL, 
CD bUdhirUT r iks RkQUIREU . - .  . . .  
CL, i3ITrikV 
Cb FFT . . - - - .  ..-. . 
C l r * * + * + * * * * * * * * * * - , * * * r : ' * * * * * * ~ * * * *  
CUM#Uh/STOt%E/AHt AA t WHP d I  




























































































































SAP PHOGRkM LISTING 
CvdPUTtS TnL DISCRETE F oURIER TRANSFORM US1 NG THE COOLEY- 
TMEY wLGoHlTYI4 
ULSLKL PT AOk OF PAHAMETERS 
IhIFu'l 
CALLING S tkuE~Cf i  
A d  - HEAL PUNTION OF FUdCTIOh TO BE TRANSFORMED 
A I  - IbiAGIrUARY POl;tTION OF FU~JCTION TO BE TRANSFURMED 
kt2 - ~ L A L  POHTION OF EXPONENTIAL TERMS 
~1 - JMAGllJAHY PORTION OF EXPONENTIAL. TERMS 
N - ~JLFINES DIMEkSION OF ARt AX, WRt AND W I  ALL ARE OF- 
- u I M E w s ~ O h  2**Ch+l) 
#W - eEd.1 COMPUTE DIRECT TRANSFORM 
eNEe1 COMPUTE INVERSE TRANSFORM 
NCa - .Eda l  COMPU'IE WH A M  rr1 ON ENTRY TO FFT 
rN i . 1  WH AhD MI ARE 'INPUT* USUALLY COMPUTED ON A -  
P a w o u s  E~UTRY 
CQn140d -- .- -. 
FtW 
CARD . - .. . -  . . 
H o e  
TAPt . .- - . - - 
N W  
hA - L~~AGA~'JARY P G H T I O I J  OF TRANSFOHM 
lrrH - HtAL POKTION OF E X P O I ~ ~ T I A L  TERMS 




I~3Nt l -  
P ~ r l i i l  
r~trdk 
'I HPL 
NUN€ . - 
htvhAtttb ANb ~ L ~ I K I C T L O N S  
I r  OUTPUT AH A k D  A 1  ARE OVER WRITTEN ON INPUT AR AND-11 
2. ihE OUTPbl fiR AND W1 AHE STOHEO I N  B I T  REVERSED ORGER 
3. Ah whU A 1  AkE 1b~ NATURAL OROEH 
4, A H ~ H I P ~ R ~  Atd l  W I  AH€ EXTEHNALLY.DIMENSIONED 
rrt C t1W 
H t W W K E  - Dehr DETCHMLNOY v ENGINEERIIUG DESCRIPTION OF A 
FAST F O U R I E R  TRANSFORM ALGORITHM, TRW IOC 
5522.7-70-113~ JULY 1970r 
SAP PROGHAM LISTING 
.- 
I I 
SAP -. PROGHnM . . L I S T S h G  
CFR = r3t'*k~blH - i 3 I * A O 1 1  
C F I  = #3I*AOlH + ~ 3 ~ 4 ~ 6 1 1  
ARC lrN) = WON + CFR 
A I C I N O )  = A O O ~  + CFI 
ARC 1111) = AOOH - CFt4 
~ L J  ~ 1 C I i u l )  = A 0 3 1  - C F I  
60 CONTINUL 
100 COhf ~ N U L  
C 
C I~JTEHZHANGE ThL A-S USING B I T  REVERSAL 
FORM CONJUGATEe I F  MODE 
I F L  MOW eIJE* A 69 TO 124 
UO 122 i = l @ N  
AIL11  = - A I C I )  . .- 
COlvT AWE - 







































P ~ H F W M S  THL FILTWZNG OPERATIOh BY MULTIPLICATION OF THE 
THANSFORPI OF THE SIGNAL BY THE FILTER TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
THE: F ~ L T E K  THAlrSFLR FUFJCTAONS CAN BE INPUT BY THE USER OR 
I T  CA;, bC bPEC1FIEl.I AS ONE OF THE BUILT-IN BUTTERWORTH OR 
CtiE::'Cr(EV FILTERS. THIS ROUTINE IS ALSO USED TO 9NT57RlT5 
T~IE ~ I G N A L P  a y  THE USE OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION ~ / C J W I ~  
1h THE CASE OF FM SIGNALS. 
USA% 
CALL FILTERC I T A P ~ V  I T A P ~ P  NC t ~.(H*OFREU~FC t I F I L ~ T M A G ~  TPHt F t  
NFPNORDEHPFCEIU~FCUT~RIP) 




- II~PUT TAPE UNIT 
- OUTPUT TAPE UNIT 
- Nl4BER OF COLUMNS I N  ARRAYS 
. .. 
- NUMUEH OF ROWS IN' ARRAYS 
- F8EQUENCY INCHEMEhT 
- CEi4TEu FREQUENCY 
- rLQ.1 BUTTERWORTH FILTER . .. -- -- - -. -- 
- cEW.2 CHEBYCHEV 
- rE0.3 INPUT DATA FILTER 
- aEQa4 I%KGRATION FILTER 
- rEO.5 PRODUCT OF 1 AND 4 - .. .-. 
- rEQ.6 PROOUCT GF 2 AND 4 
- oEQ.7 PROOUCT OF 3 AhD 4 . 
- ~ A G N I  TUDE OF INPUT FILTER 'TRANSFER FUNCTION 
SAP PRGGkA.4 L ISTING . - 
TPH - CORRESPOlilDING PHASEC I N  RADI AIJS 
F - FtiEdUfi\lCYCIiu HERTZ) AT WHICH MAGNITUDE AND PHASE j 
luF - OIWEhSIOb OF ThAGtTPH AND F 
N O W  - WDER Of THE BUTTERWORTH OR CHEBYCHEV FILTER 
F C W  - CENTER FREQUENCY FOR BUTTERWORTH OR CHEBYCHEV 
FCUT - CUTOFF FREQUENCY FOR BUTTERWORTH OR CHEBYCHEV i- 
R I P  - RIPPLLFOB BUTIEHWORTH FILTER 5 
. - -  
j 
CUzlkiOlJ 
b q  - HEAL PART OF FUNCTION BEING FILTERED 
4 I - IMAGINARV PART OF FUNCTION BEING FATERED 
- WMMJY COMMON VARIABLE w:-• . -- - . 
Sl - DUMMY COMMON VARIABLE 
C A W  . .- .. .. - . 
TAPE 
- CD WdWUTj rES  REQUIRED -- - - - . - - 
CD MAGTAP 
CALL MAGTAPCI~PNRPARPITAP~I  
CALL MAGTAPCI IP~R~ARI ITAP~)  
C**** SET-IFLAG AND ZOPT - .  - -  - 
IFL IF IL IGT*~)  GO TO A 
- .-. - .-- - 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
7 I F ~ C F ~ I ~ ~ L T * F C ~ ) ) ~ O R . C F M A X ~ G T * F L N F ) ) )  GO TO 997 
10 d= l  
3 CONTIhur - 
CALL MAGTA~CI~PNRPAHILTAP~)  
CALL MABTAPC I1 I&R VAL! I T A P l )  - - -  --.. --. -. . -- 
1\15=1 
I F C I F L A ~ ~ E S ~ Z )  GO TO YOU - - - - 
CR** '=ILTCR AR AND A 1  f6k FREQUENCIES AuOVE FC 
I UFI.(H/L --- 
L O  131 l = l ~ I d P  
. . FREQ=FLuATCCJ-A)+CI-~)*NC)*DFREO + FC 
CALL TAF~CFHESP IOPT-P'N~D~R;FCENPFCU'~~RIPP TMAGPF~JF NS~TR,  TITTFH~
SAP PROGkAM LISTI IJG 
I?= 1 4 ~  + LLfii I /L)+A)-I  
F HLGFLUATL NH*.JL-L 3-1 1-L IP-1)  *IYC 1 WFt3EO 
CALL ~ ~ F I . ~ C F H E ~ ~ ~ O P T ~ ~ J O R ~ E R ~ F C E I . I ~ F C U T ~ R I P ~ T M A G ~ F ~ N F ~ N S ~ T R ~ T I ~ T P H )  
AKP=WC~C IP) 
AAP=AAC i P )  . - 
TI=-? I 
ARC~P)=AKP*TI~ -hlP*Tl 
k lL IP)=kHP*T l  +&IP*TR 
2iil COiuTItvile 
lFCIFLAbeEUe3) bO TO 400 
bO 70 500 
C*** F 1 ~ ' l E t i  A H  &NU Al. FOR FREQUENCIES BELOki FC CMODULATED SIGNAL) . 
300 COPJT l i ~ b t  
I S  r*ti/Z + 1 
riG 3Ul 1=1Sti\lH 
r P = W  + NHiL + 1 - 1 
FHtiJ = F C-FLoATL PtK*NC-C J-1 ) -C  IP-1)  *NC) *DFREQ 
CkLL T H F ~ L F ~ E Q ~ A O P I ~ ~ ~ O R D E R ~ F C E N ~ F C U T ~ R I P , T M A G P F ~ N F ~ N S ~ T R ~ T I ~ T P H )  
SAP PRQGRAM LISTING 
CALL MAGTbPC 1 4  ! IUR I AH 1.11AP2) . - .. -- - - . ... ..--. - . . - . . - .- - - 
HETUHN 
997 rRITELo19981 
998 FOHKATC2X,QYH II$PUT - FILS-FREQUENCY SPREAD 'INVALID FOR SIGNAL) 
-. - A -. SAP PROGRAM LISTING . . - . . - - 
SUdROUT IIqL MOUE 1CINT 1 , IUhT2 v NR , NC r BETA 
C D * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
. -- 
PROGilAMVd3 AND C A T ~  
RICtIAW C *  THOMAS- -- - 
Ttiw SYSTEMS 
JUNE 1972 . . --- 
YUIIP3St -- 
PLRFO~~MS THE' EXPONENTIATION OPERATION-USED TO GENERATE 
. .  - THE MOljULATED .SIGNAL REPRESENTALION -FROM_ .THE MOQULATING. - 
SIGNAL 
IIJPUT - .. . . - -- - - - .  
CALLINb SEQUENCE 
13NT1. - INPUT DATA TAPE UNVT . - 
IUNTZ - OUTPUT OATA TAPE UNI7 
NC! - r \ t U ~ \ e € H  OF WORCWtECORD -.. - .- ? . .- ---.- - - 
NC T NUMBER OF REAL RECORDS 
. -.. BETA - r t4ODULATION -INDEX I MI~LTIPLIES ENTIRE TEST SSCNAL 
COMMON 
- - AR . - REAL PART OF MODULATED FUNCTION -. .- - 
A 1  - IMAGINARY PART OF MODULATED FUNCTION 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
CHLL b ~ k G T A P C I 4 t ~ ~ R t A H r I U K T l )  
CALL MAWTAPC IL) ~ I J R ~ A H P  I U I J T ~ )  
C*** CU~IPUTC LXPONEiqTIAL FOR EACH. COMPONENT 
b0 4 J = l l b C  
CALL MAGTAPL Il ti4-I~ AH t I U N T ~ )  
CALL HAGTAPC I i t ~ d ? t k I  P U N T ~ )  
bO 3 I=rtW - . . 
X=iETA*wHC I )  
ARC I )  =COSC X 1 . . .  
AIi I )=S ILYLX)  
3 COivTlfJciL 
CALL MA( T A N  12 t r u ~ t  AH, 1 l J r . i ~ ~ )  
CALL MAGTF~PC I d t ~ R t A l  1 IUNT2) 
4 CONTlNui 
CALL MAGTAPC 1 4 t ~ H t A R t  IUNT1) 
CALL MAGTAPC I 4 t i ~ H t  kHt IUh12)  
-. -. ---, . 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
. '_ SbbkCUTlNE T S G ~ ~ J C I U I U T ~ # K ~ M C P D T P I O P T ~ I F M ~ A ~ F ~ T H E T A P K T ~ T P )  . 
c D 4 $ * r 4 * * * * * * * $ + * * 4 $ 4 4 * * * * * + * * $ $ * $ * * $ ~ '  
C', 
CL) PHUGHkirrhER A M  GATE 
CL H I C ~ u i i l ,  C r  THOCIAS . . . .  
CD THrj SYSTEmS j 
CO J3NE- 1372 . . -z  
CL, 
CD PUKPUSL , 
cu GLNERATES THE BUILT I& TEST SIGNALS FOR FREQUENCY MODULA- 
CD TIUl.ILFbiI 'OR P-HASE MODULATION. THE TEST SIGNALS ARE SUM OF 




CO CALL TSGEI~CIUNTPMR~MC,DT~IOPT~IFM,P.;F~THETAPK~TP,BETA) 
CLJ 
i 
- .  
CD DE~CHIPTIOI~ OF P ~ ~ R A M E T E ~ S  
cu - . . .. . --. - .  
CD I IuPCIT 
CD CALLIIJG SEuUEhCE 
CL, IUNT - TAPE UNIT FOR GENERATED OUTPUT 5ISNAL 
Llj MR . - NUMeER OF .ROWS 1% OUTPUT ARRAYS - . - )  ?- 
CU MC - IJUMBEH OF COLUMNS SN OUTPUT ARRAYS 
CL, . Dl . - PELTA TIME BETWEEN OUTPUT POINTS . . - -  - 
C b  IOPT - rEQ.1 SIWSOIDAL TEST SIGNAL 
CO - eEGt.2 THpEE LEVEL GRAY TEST SIGNAL 
CD - eEQe3 PERIODIC SQUARE WAVE TEST SIGNAL 
CLJ - .  I F M  1 mEQ.1 FM MODULATTOI~ - . . 
CD -- - S E Q I ~  PHASE MODULATION 
CQ .- . A - eIOPTeCQqI AMPLITUDE - -- ..- - ..-- -.-: 
CCJ F - rIOPTeEQr1 FREQUENCY 
CD THETA - ~IOPL,EQml PHASE _ 
CD K - .IOPT.EQ.l NUMBER OF POINTS-.- 
C k  . ..-.-- TP -- . - .IOPT-LEQ,2 DEFINES TIME P U N T S  OF BREAKS 
co COMMON 
--- . 
Clr AH -.HEAL PART OF SIGNAL-BEING GENERhTED - ,  
CO A i  - IMAGINARY PART OF SIGNAL BEING GENERATED --' 
Cb nlR .. . - DUMMY COMMON ARGUMENT . --:- --.... . - . . . - - .  
CO M i  - 3UMMY COMMON ARGUMENT 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
-.- 
SAP PROGRAM L IST IhG 
9 U LOiuf i N U t  
C*r** GO To IFLAG OPrlON 
. 13 C~NTINUL 
60 T O  LWOv500tbUO)vIOPT 
C**** SINLrSOliJnL TEST SIGNAL .- PHASE M0Uc)LAtION 
W U  ti0 432 I=1e11R 
T = C l - 1 ) W T  + TSUH -. . . . 
TEiulP=O C 
UO "01 Lr1.d 
4 0 1  TEMP=TE;4P + ALL)*SINCFLL) *T + THETACL) 1 
ARC 1 =l tMP . . 
402 CONT ~ N U L  
60 TO 999 
C**** THi4EE W A Y  LLbEL TEST SIGNAL - PHASE MODULATION 
502 ARC I )= S - SMEAN - - ----- , - - -  
T t  T + of- - -  
C**** PEflIOLIlC SGIUARt; WAVE-.TEST_SIGNAL - PHASE MOOULATIOI 
600 GO 602 G l o N R  
I F L T I L T J P C ~ ) )  GO TO 6 0 1  --- .-- . ,. . .- . - . . - - .  
T= T -TPLl )  
s= -S - - - . - -  - -.. - - -. . .  . 
601 ARC l)=S 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
C+*** ~ t i i T E  tAPE 
999 CALL FIAGTAPL 12, luH t wHt IUNT 
CALL M A G T A P C I ~ ~ ~ J H ~ A I ~ I U N T )  
TSUMZT + 0'1 
J Z d t 1  
IFC3rLt.NC) -GO TO 1 0  
CALL M A 6 1  APL I4  t I d 4  e AH t IUIJT ) 
HE1 URN 
ElvO 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
SUdRdUTINE fTttAi~5L 1 A t  IBt IUFtITAv IUNITB) 
C D * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
CD 
CLJ YROGHAPIPIEH A1.U UATr 
CU HlCHAi4u C I  THOHAS 
CU THW SYSTEMS 




C u  USAGE 
CLJ CALL T ' I R A ~ S L I A V I B ~ I U N I T A ~ I U ~ ~ I T S ~ M B U F ~ )  
CU 
C u  
























CALLI IJG SLQUENCE 
IA - NUM~ER OF WORDS/RECORD ON INPUT RECORD 
Itl - IvUMBEH OF REAl DATA INPUT RECORDS 
IUNXTA - 1NPUT DATA TAPE UNIT 
I U i J I T i i  - OUTPUT OATA TAPE 
MBUFF - SIZE OF WORKING BUFFER 
C0131MClh . . 
t lw  - INOHK AREA- 
BUFI - 13HK AfiEA 
BUFF - WORK AREA 
bUFFI - kORK AREA 
TAPE 
. - . . - .-. .. . - - 
OUTPUT 
CALL SEQUEIJCE . . - - - - - . . - 
COMMOlv 
TAPE . . .. .. - . 
SAP PROGRAM L I S T I t G  
L ~ M ~ ~ I ~ / S T O ~ U € / ~ U F ~ ~ U F I , B U F F ~ B U F F I  
1 1  = 1 
12 = 2 
14 = ,+ 
MBUFF = 2041) 
ibi; = IH*I~, 
lkLIbF*L le ic rd~FF)  M o W F  = IbF 
**+ cOMPUT CiAXIMUk l4JMoLR OF OUTPUT RECORDS TO BE LOADED PER COMPLETE 
a** PASS UF I W U T  TAPE* 
1 X  = rc~trlrFF/IB 
*** COMPUTL NUMdEH OF COMPLETE PASSES OF lNPUT TAPE. 
FIAAHO = I A / I X  
1ZL = I M i I A  . . 
1 Y  = IA/PIAAHIJ 
12 = Ib/PAXeiJ 
UO 230 I d X z l t L L Z  
uO 100 lXXzltr4AXRD 
ir0 50 L=StXZ 
CALL MkbTAPC I A  P I A  vdUFv IUNITA) 
CALL M w ~ T A P C I ~ ~ I A ~ ~ ~ U F I ~ I U N I T A )  
GO bu I = l t I l  
dK = I Y * C I H X - ~ )  + I 
LL = L + IZ *C IXW-1)  + IZ*MAXRD*CI-1) 
~UGFLLL)  = duFL& 
~ U F F I C L L )  = BUFIC3kJ 
50 C O I J T ~ U E  
100 CON? IruJki 
00 75 I Z l t i X  
PY = Iu*CI-1) + 1 - .  
CALL MABTAPC 12, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U F F ~ M X ) , I U N I T B )  
CALL MAGTAPC 12,  IBt iNFFICMX) vIUNITB) 
75 Loid? I t d E  
CALL ~ ~ A ~ T A P C I ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U F ~ I U N I T A )  . 
206 CONTINUE 
CALL ~ A G T A P C I ~ P I ~ ~ ~ U F ~ I ~ N I T ~ ) )  - - _ .  . .- 
YOU RETLIflN 
EFiD . - - -- 
I 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
P~UGHAM~ER AND UATE 
RICHARL C I  THOMAS 
THW SYSTEMS 
3 W E  1972 
PbHP3Sk 
T H l 5  SUBHOUTINL WILL HtAb  THE REAL Ah0 IMAGINARY PARTS OF 
A SIGAAL ON TAPE AND WILL OUlPUf THE SIGNAL ON THE 
PtmTEti. 
u S ~ 6 t  
CALL TrRITEC IUeNCeNR) 
ikSCHIPT1Oh bF PAHAMETEHS - 
INPUT 
CALLIIdG SEGIIENCL 
I U  - bATA TAPE UNIT 
NC - NUMBER OF COLUMNS I N  DATA MATRIX 
NH - tdJMBER OF ROWS I& DATA MATRIX 
COMMON 
AH - INPUT /OUTPUT BUFFER 
A 1  - Il4P3TJOUTPUT BUFFER 
WR - DUMMY COMMON VARIAdLE 
W l  - UUWMY COMMON VARIABLE 


























SAP PROWA?4 LISTING 
Pbkf 3St 
CIsii~6 T W O  CALLS TO SUBROUTINE CLOCK AS INPUTS 
LkTES THE HUN TIME I N  hINdTES AND SECONDS OF A 
1 d W T  
CALL116 SEQUElrCE 
I - INITIAL TIME 
J t FlNAL TIME 
H - MIldUTES 
S - SECONDS 
* * a * *  
TIME CALCU- 







































PRWNAhibER AND L+ A f  L 




ACCEPTS THL USER SUPPLIED TEST SIGNAL FROM TAPE* RESAM- 
PLLS I T  AT A HIGHER DATA i3ATE AND GEbERATES AN OUTPUT 
SIGNAL TAPE COMPATIBLE WITH SAP. 
INPUT 
CALLING SLU~~EI~CE 
I d h I T l  - INPUT TAPE UNIT 
13141T2 - OUTPUT TAPE UNIT 
CJR2 - NU3iiEH GF ROWS I N  OUTPUT ARRAY 
NC2 9 NUMtiER OF COLUMNS I N  OUTPUT ARRAY 
DT1 - SAMPLING IhTERVAL FOR INPUT DATA 
NHl - WMBER OF ROdS IN INPUT ARRAY 
NC1 - NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN INPUT ARRAY 
hSR - UEFINES SAMPLING RATE FOR RESAMPLED SIGNAL 
BETA - MO3ULATION INDEX* MULTIPLIES ENTIRE TEST SIGNAL 
CI)bihOk 
AH .r wOR& AREA 
A1 - uOHK AREA 
S - INPUT BUFFER 
SX - IrdPUT BUFFER . 
TAPE . - . -  - .  




SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
K = A  
CONT l ~ u c ) t  . .- . 
ARC id )  = P l  + TiRM*FLOATCK-1) 
12 = 12 + 1 
K = K + 1  
~ F L I ~ ~ L L . N R L )  uG To 40 
CALL M A G T A P C ~ ( ~ ~ I U R ~ : A R ~ I U N I T ~ )  . 
CALL M A G T A P L K Z V ~ R ~ ~ A I  r I U N ~  T2.t 
i z  = 1 
dP = 32 + 1 
lFCdE,Lkr~C21 80 TO 4 U  
CALL MAGTAPL K Q P  t ~ R l  r ARP I U N I T l )  
CALL hMTAPL ~4 r kftl P ~ R V  I Ut4IT2) 
. - 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
n h l T t L 6 ~ 2 ~ l ~ O )  
.20GO FbHhATCb3H * * * NOT ENOUGH'INPUT DATA TO GENERATE OUTPUT * * * I  
STcrP 
END 
SAP PROG~AM L I S T I h G  
?UKPOSt; 
HAGTAP I S  A W M M Y  ROUTINE THAT ALLOCATES CORE STORAGE FOR 
A CS-1 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE ROUTINE NAMED MAGTAP* THE CS-1 
PHOGKAk PEFORMS ALL TAPE OPERATIONS REQUIRED BY THE PRO- 
GKAM* FOR TAPE PARITY ERRORS THE MAGTAP ROUTINE ATTEMPTS 
RECOVEHY A MAXIMUM OF TEN TIMES 
FOR UNHECOVERABLE PARITY ERRORS, FRAME COUNT ERRORS AND 
TIMXI& EHHORS THE COMPUTER COMES TO A HALT WITH NO PRINT- 
ED ERtUH ncSSAGES* THE OPERATOR I S  ABLE TO DETERMINE THE 
NATURE OF THE ERRuR bY INDICATOR LIGHTS ON THE TAPE DRIVE 
DESCHIPTiOh GF PARAMETERS 
IrdPcrT . 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
IOPT - r E Q s 1  READ TAPE RECORD 
IOPT - qEQ.2 WRITE TAPE RECORD 
IOPT - e E Q e 3  dACKSPACE RECORD 
IOPT - rEQa4 REWIND TAPE 
IOPT - rEQ.5 WRITE F I L E  MARK 
IOPT - rEQe6 SPACE F I L E  FORWARD 
IOPT - rEQe7 SPACE F I L E  BACKWARD 
NUM - NUMaER OF WORDS I N  DATA RECORD 
AKRAY - UATA RECORD - . ... 
IUiJT - TAPE UNIT 









SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
H t M A H K S  Ah3 RkSTHICTIONS 
wH9J  APE OPERATION I S  NEITHER A READ OR WRITE! NUM ANG 
A W A Y  ARE UUMMY PARAMETERS, 
TIILS HQUT~IJE ALLOCATES THE NECESSARY CORE REQUIRED FOR 
THE CS-1 PROGRAM btiICH MUST BE LOADED BY PAPER TAPE* SEE 
PROWAM OPEHATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR CORRECT PROCEDURES* 
SUdROUl INES HtGd 1 RiiD 
NONE 
- 
SAP PROGkAM LISTING 
CI, PUNPOSE 
CD CALCULATES THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE DESIRED 
























CALL ~ H F N C F H E Q ~ I O P T ~ N O R D E R , F C E N ~ F C U T ~ R I P ~ T M A G ~ F ~ N F ~ N S ~  
T H ~ T I ~ T P H )  
IIESCRIPl I O I U  OF PARAMETERS 
f NPUT 
CALLING SEuUENCE 
FREJ - FHEQ AT kH1CH TRANSFER FCN I S  TO BE EVALUATED 
IOPT - eEQ.1   UTTER WORTH FILTER 
- aEQ12 CHEBYCHEV 
- rEQ.3 INPUT DATA FILTER 
NOR0 - ORDER OF THE BUTTEH~ORTH OR CHEBYCHEV FILTER 
FCEN - CENTER FREQUENCY FOR BUTTERWORTH OR CHEBYCHEV 
FCUT - CUTOFF FREQUENCY FOR BUTTERWORTH OR CHEBYCHEV 
RIP - RIPPLE FOR BUTTERWORTH FILTER 
TMAG - MAGNITUDE OF INPUT FILTER TRANSFER FUNCTION 
F - FHEQUENCYCXN HERTZ) AT WHICH MAGNITUDE AND PHASE 
NF - DIMENSION OF TMAGITPH AND F 
TPH - CORRESPONDING PHASECIN RADIANS) - .  
CO 
C D S $ * ~ $ * * * $ $ * * $ ~ S L $ + * * * $ * * I + * ~ - ~ $ * $ L + *  . - 
DIMENSiON FL 1) VTMAGC 1) VTPHE 1)- 
DIMENSIOh CC6,6)tCCL6) - . . , 
DATA CLCCI~JI ,1=1,61 , ~ ~ l r 6 ) / 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 r 0 ~ 0 t 0 ~ 0 t 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~  
~ ~ r 4 l Y 2 1 3 5 6 2 t 1 o J t 0 ~ 0 t O o O ~ O o O ~ O o O t  
2 2 r O t 2 o O t l ~ U t O o O ~ O ~ U ~ O o O t  
SAP PROGRAM LISTIhG 
b0 1J I= l@NUftD& 
FPHGd=FSAVE*FNORM 
X= CC 1 t NOROEH) *FPR00 
1FLlSIUeLTeO) GO TO 3 .--.. - . 
c R X R  + IRSw+X 
rsw=-1 -- - 
1RSW-IHSh 
GO TO 10 
. ... - - 
3 c1= CI + IISW*X 
1sw=1 . - . - . -. -. - 
IISw=-i1sw 
10 FSAVE = FPROO . .- . - 
li=Ck*+2 + Clt*Z 
-.- - TH= CH/b - - . - .  - .--. 
TI=-CI /o 
RETUH~J -. . - - 
C*** CHEBYSHLV FILTER 
200 CONT~NUL . .  - -  
IFChSaGTeA) GO TO 201 
- .- - 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
COSh=L TEMPl+TEnP2) /2rO 
SINh=C TLMP~-TEIW~)  /2r3  
7 Ahh%ii~jti/COSH I 
I 2 0 1  C O N ~ A N U L  FNOkM= ABSL FRLU-FCEN) / C  FCUT-FCEN 
GO TO L210r220r230?220r2s(J?220)?~02OER 
210 c C L L ) = ~ ~ O / T A N H  
b O  TO 269 
220 C~ILT INUL 
nHlT tCb?2000)  NGRDEH 
20Q0 FOhtlUTL1Hl~LOX9GHY9U ARE I N  A HEAP OF TROUBLE, BOY. NOROER HAS SEE 
111 ALTERED dY PROGRAM TO AN INVALID VALUErI2) 
S1 UP 
233 C O ~ I i t w E  
TkMP = CANti**3 + 3oO*TANH -- 
CCC1) = C5*O*TArdi**2 + 3*O)/TEMP . 
LC1 2) = B o ii*TU~.ltl/TkMP 
CCL3) = 40O/TEnP I 
GG TO ~ 6 9  
250 CONTINUE 
TEMP1 = TANH*Oo309017. 
TEMPA~ = TLnPl**2 
TEHP2 = TANH*Ci 0 409017 --- . . 
TEMP22 = TtMP2**2 
TkMP3 = TEMP12 + 0 0 9 0 4 5 0 8 5 - . -  
TEi4P4 = TEMP22 + 003454915 
. TEMPS = TEMPJ*T€MP~ 
CCCI) = loO/TAtJH + 2.O*TEMPI/TEMP3 + 2oO*TEMP2/TEMP4 
CCC 2 )  =L 20 O*T~I~PI/TANH) /TEMPE + C 2 r  O*TEMP2/TANH) /TEMP4 + 
-- - - 
1LTkMP3 + TtMPY + TAiW**2)/TEMPEi 
CCL 3)=l O/E TANH*TEMP3) + I O I L  TANH*fEMPY) + C C TANH + 20 O*TEMPl 
1 + 2eO*TEKP2)/TEMPS) 
CCC4) = C 2 e  O*L TEMPI + TEMPO) + TANHI /tTAtJH*TEMPS) - .  
CCC 5)  = 1 O/C TANH*TEMPS) 
GO TO 209 
269 CONTINUE 
SAP PROGRAM LISTING 
3. PLOT GENERAT I ON PROGRAM (PLTGEN) 
3.1 MODULE/SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS 
The following 1 i s t  describes a1 1 the PLTGEN program modules and 
subroutines. 




Constructs a1 1 p lo t t e r  comnands 
Constructs plot  grid 
In i t i a l i z ing  routine 
MAGTAP Tape operati ons routi  ne 
NUMBER Converts a f loat ing point number t o  a Hollerith 
s t r ing  
PEN Pen se lect  routine 
PLbTER Draws plot  1 i nes 
PLPTPT Repositions plot  pen 
PLTGEN Main program f o r  the p lo t  software package 
PRINT Converts a s t r ing  of Hollerith characters in to  
the EAI plot ter  character ;et. 
3.2 PLTGEN FLOW DIAGRAMS 
The flow diagraias fo r  PLTGEN showing b ~ t h  the main program and a l l  
subroutines a re  shown i n  the following f igures .  
FLOW FOR MAIN PROGRAM PLTGEN 





TERMINATE PLOT BY WRITING AN 
END OF F I L E  ON THE PLOT TAPE (UNIT 1 )  
4 - 
j. AND PRINTING "END OF PLOT" 
SELECT PLOT PEN AND 
I N I T I A L I Z E  SCALE FACTORS 
- Figure 3-1. Flow for Hain Program PLTGEN 
3-2 
FLOW FOR Z'JBROUTINE ANYOTE 
.- 
ENTER WITH 1 
I T I T L E  = PLOT T I T L E  P R I N X ?  I N  T I T L E  BOX 
FSTART = STARTING FREQUENCY 
DELTAF = DELTA FREQUENCY 
FCEdTR = CENTF? (CARRIER) FREQUENCY 
' I C F  = cl- , FREQ,UENCY FLAG 1 
- 
DETERMINE SCALED STARTING 
FREQUENCY BY SUBTRACTING 




CALCULATE NEW STARTING 
FREQUENCY 
IF ICF = n 
i 
ON MAXIMUM OF UPPER AND LOWER 
FREQUENCY AND CONSTRUCT 
APPROPRIATE X FREQUENCY LABEL 
CALCULATE FPEQUENCY RANGE AND 
DETERMINE ST:? S IZE TO BE NEXT 
.LARGEST INTEGE4, TENS INTEGER, 
HIADREDS INTEGER, ETC. 
I DETERMINE POSITION OF FIRST T I C  MARK AN0 FREQUENCY NUMBER 
DRAW MMOR T I C  MARKS Oh X AXIS, EACH 
MARK I S  STEP S I Z E  APART WITH SHORT 
Figure 3-2. Flow for Subroutine ANNOTE 
I ANNOTATE THE Y AXIS WITH PONER 1 I N  GECIBELS BETVEEN 0.0 ANn - 7 0 . 0  I 
PRINT TITLE,  CENTER FREQUENCY, 
AND DELTA FREQUENCY I N  TITLE 1 BOX . 
Figure 3-2. Flow f o r  Slrbroutine ANNOTE (Continued) 
FLOW FOR SUBROUTINE GRID 
AND PUT PEN I N  DOWN POSITION 
DRAW RIGHT Y AXIS WITH 
T I C  MARKS 
d 
i 
DRAW T ITLE BOX I N  
UPPER RIGHT CORNER 
DRAW UPPER X AXIS L INE 
DRAW LEFT Y AXIS WITH 
T I C  MARKS 
F i g u r e  3-3. F l o w  f o r  S u b r o u t i n e  GRID  
ENTER U I T d  1 
~ - 
IXCOM = X COMMAND CODE 
IYCOM = Y COMMAND CODE 
I X X  = X NUMERICAL VALUE 
IYY = Y NUMERICAL VALUE 
. I + 
DETERMrNE SIGN OF X AND Y NUMERICAL 
VALUES AND STORE APPROPRIATE SIGN CODE 





( RETURN 1 
Figure 3-4. Flow for Subroutine COMAND 
FLOW FOR SUBROUTINE PLOTER 
OF POINTS I N  
DATA ARRAY TO BE 
PLOTTED 
AND POSITION PEN I N  
QL, X AX IS  
PEN AT X VALUE ON X AXIS 
CALL PLOTPT TO DRAW 
VERTICAL L I N E  TO DATA( I )  
CALL PEN TO PUT PEN 
I INCREMENT X VALUE I 
Ffgure 3-5. Flow f o r  Subroutine PLOTER 
3-7 
FLOW FOR SUBROUINE NUMBER 
XNUM = FLOATING POINT NUMBER TO BE 
CONVERTED 
IFORM = 0 F7.1 FORMAT 
1 E10.3 FORMAT 
XX = X COORDINATE OF FIRST D I G I T  
= Y COORDINATE OF FIRST D I G I T  
SET POSITIVE EXPONENT SIGN 
WORD AND CALCULATE EXPONENT 
VALUE 
J 
ISOLATE DIGITS OF XNUM, 
CONVERT TO HOLLERITH 
CHARACTERS AND STORE 
ONE CHARACTER/WORD 
I SET-It> HOLLERITH STRING FOR] 
- rrunm = u - - . . - . - . . 
- "ORMATTED NUMBER n ~ 1 0 . 3  FORMATTED NUMBER 
I I v 
CALL PRINT WITH 
HOLLER1 TH STRING 
I 
Figure 3-6. F l o w  fo r  Subroutine NUMBER 
ENTER WITH 
X = X COORDINATE OF STARTING POSITION 
Y = Y COORDINATE OF STARTING POSITION 
ISTRNG = CHARACTER STRING ARRAY 1 HOLLERITH CHARACTER/WORD 
NUMBER = NUMBER OF CHARACTERS I N  ISTRNG TO BE PLOTTED 
I O R I N  = ORINTATION 0 = VERTICAL LETTERS, 1 = HORIZONTAL LETTERS 
DEL = DISTANCE BETWEEN CONSECUTIVE CHARACTERS 
EXAMINE A CttARACiER I N  ISTRNG s
LOCATE E A I  CHARACTER CODE 
AND CALL COMAND WITH SELECT 
CHARACTER COMMAND 
INCREMENT CHARACTER 
SPACER BY DEL 
Figure 3-7. Flow for Subroutine PRINT 
FLOW FOR SUBROUTINE PLOTPT 
X = ABSISSA NUMERICAL VALUE 
Y = ORDINATE NUMERICAL VALUE 
I 
SCALE AND INTEGERIZE 
RETURN D 
F i g u r e  3-8. F l o w  for S u b r o u t i n e  PLOTPT 
FLOW FOR SUBROUTINE I N I T A h  
A 
ENTER WITH 
IXSCAL = X SCALE FACTOR 
IYSCAL = Y SCALE FACTOR 
IXDOS = X DATA OFFSET FACTOR 
IYDOS = Y DATA OFFSET FACTOR 
IXBOS = X BOARD OFFSET FACTOR 
I Y B X  = Y BOARD OFFSET FACTOR 
I . 




CALL COMAND W?TH DATA 
OFFSET COMMAND 
. 




Figure 3-9. Flow f o r  Subroutine INITAL 
FLOW FOR SUBROUTINE PEN 
ENTER WITH I ISLECT = 1 SELECT PLOT PEN 
= 2 SELECT PRINTER 
I = 7 POSITION PEN UP = 6 POSITION PEN DOWN 
J 
SELECT APPROPRIATE EAI  3440 
PLOTTER COMMAND CODE FOR ISLECT 
I 
* 
/ CALL COMAND WITH ,.- :ELECT I 
OR PEN POSITION CI,''~ 8,;'(0 CODE 
RETURN 0 
Figure 3-10. Flow f o r  Subroutine PER 
3.3 PLTGEN LISTINGS 
This section presents a complete 1 i s t i  ng o f  the PLTGEN program. 
W H P L U  
1tiL P ~ l G i h  PROGRAM I S  DESlGtkD TO READ A DATA TAPE 
CO~JThri,il'.Ib SPECTRUM DATA t GEPkKATED BY THt: SAPDRI 
P~OGHAI*,. T i i t  bPECTHUbi D A T A  I S  SCALED AND CCNVERTED INTO 
PLUT COMI~AN~S FOR ThE LA1 PLOTTER. A MAGNETIL TAPE 
Coi~Tulr \ i l~\ lb 1hE FOHPlkTTEO PLOT COMMANDS I S  GENERATED. 
114YUl 
TAPt 
UNIT 2 LIltPIJT OATA ?APE) 
F ( L C ~ H L ,  1 L36 hOKOS) 
wuRO 1 IPLPOS - PLOT POSITION FLAG 
2 - 31 I T I T L E  - TITLE C 1  hOLLERITH CHARI/WORC) 
32 DELTAF - DELTA FREQUENCY 
3 3 FCENTR - CAHRIEH FRECUENCY 
34 FSTART - STARTING FREQUENCY 
45 NPTS - NUMBER OF SPECTRUM POINTS 
J6 IFC - FLAG FOR CENTERING CARRIER 
HECutt3 d L480 WORdS) 
N O W  1 - 480 OATA - SPECTRUM VALUES LO.0 TO -70.0) 
OUTPUT 
Curu'rMOn 
LAUELEO CUPIMON/A/ DATA CYBO) - SPECTRUM VALUES 
CPhU 
NONE 
W i ~ f  
PHLriTb ~ E I U  OF PLOTV WHEN ALL CALCULATIONS ARE COMPLETE 
TWL 
UNAT 1 LOUTPUT PLOT TAP&) 
PbfGEN PROGRAM L I S T I N G  
RtiCuHD 1 CALL RECORDS CONTAIN 16 hORDS) 
*OH3 1 
BYTE 1 - X COlriMAI\1D CODE 
2 - TH0USANI)S G I G I T  
3 - HUNDREDS r I I G I T  
4 - TENS O i G I T  
5 - UNITS DIG17 
WHD 2 BLANK 
VJCIHIJ 3 
BYTE 1 - SIGN 
2 - NOT USEO 
3 - BLANK 
4 - BLANK 
5 - BLANK 
dORD 4 - 12 BLANK 
nrOHD 13 
BYTE 1 - Y COMMA:(D CODE 
2 - ThOUSANDS D I G I T  
3 - HUNDREDS 3 1 G I T  
4 - TENS P I G I T  
5 - W I T S  D I G I T  
WORD Ic) BLANK 
- - - HORD 15 . 
BYTE 1 - SIGN 
2 - NOT USE0 
3 - BLANK 
4 - BLANK 
5 - BLANK 
-- hGRD 16 BLANK 
dEMARKS ANU RESTRICTIONS 
Noh€ 
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED 
ANFlOTE -- . 
GHI3 




* * * * * * * * * * *  
u I M L I ~ S ~ L I J  RLCOttirC 3b 1 t 
COMMON / A /  OH TAC 900)  











PLTGEh PROGRAM LIST!NG 
HtdINu TAPES - PLOT TAP€ = UNIT 1 0  DATA TAPE = UNIT 2 
CALL H A G T A P L I v ~ ~ ~ P ~ A T A P I ~ )  
hLAD 1ST uATA RECORGC36 woROS) FPOM W I T  2 
CALL ~ ~ A G T A P C I ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ R E C O H O ~ I ~ )  
I F  IPLPOS = 0 UPPER PLOT 
1 LOWEH PLOT 

rttITU.612) 




PLTGEN PRVGHAM LISTING 
'JbdkdUTiidk A1qlW7 EL I I 1TLE t FSTAHT r DELTAF t FCEhTR e ICF 1 
c ~ i * * * r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
P U l W S ~  
. . 
S U d A U c l l ~ k  ANNOTE I S  USED TO SCALE AND LABEL THE ' X  AXIS, 
L A ~ E L  1t-E Y A X I S ,  AND PUT THE DESIRED INPUT VARIABLES 11g 
l(uPln 
C A L L I W  SEOUErVCL 
I T I T L L  - TITLE OF PLOT, TO t3E PLACED ON THE TOP L INE I N  
TtiE T ITLE BOX* 30 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM* 
.. - 
FSTAHT --STARTING FREQUENCY I N  HZ* 
OELTAF - &LTA FREQUENCY t INCREMENT BET WEEN CONSECUTIVE 
FREQUENCY LINES I N  hZe 
~CENTK - CENTER FREQUENCY OR CARRIER FREQUENCY IN HZ. 
ICF  - FLAG FOR DETERMINII'~G I F  CENTER FREQUENCY I S  
CEhTERED I N  CENTER OF GRID. CIFC = 0 - CENTEREO) 
OUTPUT 
hOl4E 
REMARKS ANU t3ESTRICTIONS 
I T I T L E  MUbT BE AN ARRAY HAVING ONE HOLLERITH CHARACTER 
- - - . -  PER @ W e  THERE 1% A MAXIMUM OF 30 CHARACTERS I N  IT ITLEe 




PLTGEN Pfii~SHAhl LISTING 
hUkdEt3 - 1  
CL, 
Cb 1~1t1hciU 
LU 11.k LENTEI< F K E W E I J C Y  tj 1 AS I S  SU:iTHACTSD FROM THE START I ,JG 
i;u FtlEUUEhCY TO ObTAIN THE ACTUAL PLGTTED STARTING FREGi* 
CU T h t  MHAIMUY FREQ. I S  E X A M I N E d  AND A SCALE FACTOR IS 
CL CILTLHI~INEU. THE POSITION AND VALUE OF THE FIRST TIC MhdK 
LI) 15 C A L C U L A T W  AND THE UISTAWE GEThEEN T I C  M A R K S  IS 
CU FuUW. THE T I C  MARkS ARE PLACED ON THE X AXIS*  THE T I C  
CL, MAHKS ALOIqG THE X A M  Y A X I S  ARE THEN LABELED. THE T ITLE 
CLi AivO OTHER UESIRED PARAMETLRS ARE PRIhTED I N  THE T I T L E  
C ~ J  bGX THE hTAKTING FHtiQ. I S  OhITTED FROM THE T I T L E  BOX 
.Cb hHLF4 I F C  = 0. 
Cb 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  















































PLTGEN PROGttA14 L ISTING 
CALCULATE STARTING FREQUENCY I F  IFC=O 
IFL IFCetd .0 )  FSTRT=FCNTR-24Orn*DELF 
C 
C CHOOSE SCALE FACTOR FOR FREQUENCY LAGELS 
C 
F M A X = ~ ~ ~ ~ * U E L F + F S T A T  
F M A X = A M ~ X P C A B ~ L F M A X ) P A B S ~ F S T R T ) )  
I F L F ~ ~ A X - ~ . L + ~ )  20P20P10 
10 IFLFMAX-lrE+7) 3 0 ~ 3 3 ~ 4 0  
'9  CONTINbE 
LABXC 1 2 )  =IHEHTZC 3 )  
LABXL 13)=1HERTZL4) 
L A B X L ~ + ) = I ~ ~ L A N K  
SCALE=lrE+OO 
GO TO 50 
30 CONTINUE 
LAtjXC 12)=IHERTLC 1) 
LPtiXC 13)=lhERTZL3) 
PLTGEN PKOGHAiiil LISTING 
P L T G E ~  PHOGiUi4 L IST ING 
C DLTCHI~INE POSITIOh OF FIHST T I C  MARK AND FIRST FREQUENCY 
C hUIYdEH 
C 
100 LF lmsT=FSThTS/bTEP 
STAhTY=1 r 
STAHTX=-do222 
AS1 uP=7 r 777 
UX=r03a33335/u iLFS 
FIHST=iFIRST*STtP+STEP 
F l H S T X = S T A H T X + ~ I R S T - F S T R T S ) * D X  
DELI AX=uX*STEP 
C 
C PUT T IC  iWdKS ON X GHIL 
C 
T I C = r O b  
TiCY=STARTY-TIC 
TlC2=STAHTI-2r*TIC 
CALL PElrL UP 
C A L L  PLOTPTCSTAHTXISTARTY) 
CALL PLNC UOYN 1 
CALL PLOTPTCSTARTX*TIC21 
CALL PEIJC UP 1 
FIHS12=FIHSTX-DtLTAX/2r 
F F l d S T X  
X2=FIRST2 - 
110 CONTINUE 
IFCX-XSTQP) 1 2 0 1 1 2 ~ J e 1 3 0  
120 COIJT I t J l r t :  
CALL PLG1 PT CX2v STAnTY 1 
C A L L  PEIdC DO JN) 
CALL PLOT PTC X2e7 ICY J 
CALL Y t M  UP 
CALL PLOTPTCXISTARTY) 
CALL PENiDOwN) 




GO TO 110 
A30 CONTlNUL 
C 
C LAdEL TIC MARKS WITH SCALCO FREQUENCIES 
C 
CALL PUvC 12 1 
y=e75 
A=ST ART&- LO 





IFLX-XSTOP)  195 ,145t170  
145 COl-41 l ~ r c l t  
IFC STEP-1. U 1 lo0 e 160 t 150 
130 I Cr)UNT=COUIiT+FHUCT 
1FP IGircli~T .LT . U ICOUidT=CoUNT-FHACT' 
(;OUNT=ICOLJNT 
1bO C O ~ T I N U L  
CALL IJUl';liEHC C O U U T  P A CI t X , Y ) 
X=X+UELT AX 
C O U ~ T  =COUNT+STEP 
GO TO 140 
c .  
C PAINT X LABEL AT CENTER BOTTOM OF PLOT 
C 
1'70 CONT INUL 
i l Y = l *  
x=-. 5 
Y = . l  
CALL PKINTCXtYtLA~XtI14eIleOELX) 
X;=-9e200 
r = 7 * 5  
uELY=el 




PLTGEN PROGHAM LISTING 
V=Ur 3 
X=-9 0 Ob 
XN=lO I 
00 1 Y b  I = l t 8  
A G X N - l b  I 
CALL N U M ~ ~ E H C X I J P I O ~ X ~ Y )  
YZY-OY 
190 COhTIhut  
c 
C P&iiuT T I T L E *  CENTER FREQer AlvO STARTING FHEQ I N  T I T L E  oOX 
C  
XTz5.66ri 
Y T r 9  l 333 
CALL P R ~ ~ J ~ L x T ~ Y T ~ I T L E ~ I ~ O , ~ L , D E L X )  
Y T=Y Toe 3 
CALL P R I I ~ T C X T ~ Y T ~ I ~ ~ L L F P I ~ O ~ I ~ ~ D E L X )  
X = X T + ~ ~ * * U L L X  
CALL IiUMBLHC OtLF t I1 t X t Y T  1 
YT=Y T-03 
CALL P H A N T L X T ~ Y T ~ I C F T ~ I ~ O ~ I ~ ~ D E L X )  
CALL N U M B E R C F C W T ~ I ~ ~ X ~ Y T )  
C 
C 
. -  . OMIT STARTING - .. FREQ I F  IFC=O 
C 
IFCIFCILQOU) GO T O  200 
YT=YT-03 
CALL PRINTCXTtYTtIFSTrIZOtIl~DELX) 
CALL N U I ~ B E H C F S T R ~ I L ~ X ~ Y T )  
200 CONTINUE - - -  
RETUHN 
Lht, - .. 
PonPu3L 
T ~ l s  ~bulcudTlr4t I S  USED Tu UhAN A RECTANGULAR BOX 25 111. 
Lif 7 I l r *  . s , A l t ~  T I C  MARKS 1 lNCH APART AiONG THE Y AXES* 
A S ~ ~ A L L  TATLL oc)X I S  ALSO OriAWN l i d  THE UPPER RIGHT 
CWPJLH* 1 h t S i  ~J INENSIU I~S  A R t  VAL10 WJLY WHEN USING A 
l a 3  13 1, A SCHLE FACTOH nNU A 1. TO l r  Y SCALE FACTuh. 
IrltTlldL; 
THE t 4 t C T A r ~ w L A k  BOX I S  d H h d i ~  COUNTER CLOCKWISE STARTIIJ~, 
I l u  TtlE L O n t R  LLFT CORNER* ThE T I C  MARKS AND T I T L E  a O X  
ARE D d k k ~  AS THEY ARE ENCOUI~TEHEDI 










































WbhW 1 ll\rE COlw~i\i& L AXCOEIP I YC0l.i~ I A X  P I Y Y  
* * * * * * * * * * I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * +  
PUHPdSt: 
TO CUI~STHUCS A i ~ b  hHlTE ON MAGNETIC TAPE, ALL E A I  PLOTTLR 
cOiulMA~ul;S I 
btbc~ lk ' ' .  1014 OF PAHAMETEKS 
1ruYu1 
C A L L 1  ;.Jb SEGUEIJCE 
lXCOM - X COPIMANO CODE 
I Y C O M  - Y COf4MANU COO€ 
I XX - X NUMERICAL VALUE TO BE PLOTTED. 
I Y Y  - Y NUkEHICAL VALUE TO BE PLOTTED. 
WTPUT 
TAPE 
MAWLTlC TAPE UNIT 1 [SEE REMARKS BELOW) 
kChAHKS ANU R b T K I C T  lob" 
Trc l;~gIIIAC 1231, COMPUTER nOHO CONSISTS .OF 5 ,  S I X  2 9 1  
BYTES. EACH DECIMAL UIGIT  CCHAHACTER) I S  REPRESENTED t j Y  
ONE dYTEm 'THE FdHTRAN MAGTAP ROUTINE MUST WRITE TEd 
BYTES FOH EACH 5 BYTE FORTRAIJ WORD SPECIFIED. THE FIRST 
5 DYTLS C W J A I N  THE COMPUTER WORD SPECIFIED AND THE 
SECOIJO 5 UYTES ARE ALWAYS BLANK* 
THE EAA PLOTTER CAN BE M A I ~ J A L L Y  SET TO READ RECORDS AW 
hOku SlZES OF VARIOUS LENGTHS. EACH PLOT COMMAND MUST 
HGwEVEl( C ~ I J T A I ~ J  6 BYTES OF INFORMATIONI THE PLOT CONSOLE , 
I S  ThCNEFOHE SET TO READ A 6 WORD RECORD, CONSISTING OF 
; 
PLTGEh PROGl<kkl L IST ING 
1~ bYTi L c H ~ ~ H A C T ~ H )  WORDS. THE FIRST 1 2  CHARACTER WOHLJ 
I s  l t l t  x L w w A r ~ i J  WORD A~JU THE SIXTH WORO I S  THE Y COMMAdL; 
huH3. 
W l t l  T h t  A AND Y COMMAlvU &OHiiS OF4 THE PLOT TAPE HAVE TttE 
SMI-IE ~ T H u C T U H ~  NHlCH I S  AS FOLLOkSO THE X COhMAND I S  TtdE 
F A i t j T  t rYT~m THE SECONU TtlROUGH THE F I F T H  BYTES ARE THt  
T t l o ~ S ~ l ~ D T n 5 ,  HUNDHEGTHSt TENTHS, AND UNITS POSITIONS OF 
1Hc VkLlit T O  t3k PLOTTED. THE SIXTH THROUGH THE TENTH 
b l l ~ 5  k H t  NOT USEO. TbE tLF;VCNTH BYTE I S  THE SIGN ANL, 
Tnk I a t L V T H  uYTE 1S hOT UbEu. 
TtiE InCrHir AHHAY 15 CONSTRdTED I h  THIS ROUTINE* I T  I S  
Sl HUC CUHtu 10 SATISFY THE AUOVE REQUIHEMEhTSt KEEPTYG 1 1 4  
C l i f ~ O  TtiAT 1HL fiAGTAP F~G:JT~NE kHITES A BLANK WORE AFTER 
LACH 3 CriuKkCTtH kORU SPECLFIED TO BE MRITTEN ON THE MAG.  
7 Apt. 
r/lE l hUU 
1% ir LOMMAI~~O CODE ANU NUMERICAL VALUE PRE DETERMINED id? 
ThL X PLOl COhMAND IS FORMED I N  IhORDC1) AND IWORDL2). 
I A O H I J L ~ )  Altb IfiORDCb) CuNTAIN THE PROPERLY FORMATTED 
Y COMdAND* THE 8 dGRD RECORD I S  ThEN WRITTEN ON TAPE 
UIJIT 1. TAPE UNIT 1 THE14 ACTUALLY CONTAINS A 16 WORO 
~LCOHU, W E  TO THE INTELACED BLANK kORDSm CSEE REMARKS) 
PLT6Etd PROGnkM L I S T I N G  
C l t l E t + ~ i P k  SIGN OF X AND Y NUl4ERiCAL VALUES AND SET S IGh  
a U W S  
ISOLATE EACH D I G I T  OF X I W M ~ R I C A L  VALUE 
I I C t l A i K 4 )  *2**6+ICHARC 5 )  
AfiOKiiC 2)  =IASI&J*;L**24 
C 
C LUAU Y COYMAlJD COLE 
C 
ACHAHL A )  = I  f C  
C 
C ISOLATE EACH D I G I T  OF Y NUMERICAL VALUE 
PLTGEN PROGRAM LISTING 
W I T t  LIGHT FOHTRAh dORDS ON UNIT 1 [SEE REMARKS ABOVE) 
PLTGEh PHOGRAIV L I S T I W  
bbahUUI 1hE PLUTLH LNPTS) 
C ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  I C b  
C Li PkCGHklWEH AND L A 1  t 
CL, G*  L*  HOUSER 
CL1 T k r ~  SYSTEldiS 
CU dUr4t 1972 
C b  
CU PlrHPOSt 
CO SudkUUTIWt PLOTER I S  USED TO DHAN STRAIGHT LINES FROM A 
Cli  bkSE PGSITION TO EACH SCALE0 Y VALUE I N  THE INPUT DATA 
Cli  ARRAY. 
CLj 
CD b S A b t  
Cb CALL PLOTEH CNPTS) 
CIJ 
CI, bCSCrllPT 1019 OF PAHAMETERS 
cu 
.CD AiuPUT 
CU CALLIIdG SEOUENCE 




CG CQMMOM / A /  - i l ~ T A C 4 8 0 )  - ARRAY OF Y DATA POINTS 
Cb TO BE PLOTTED* 
CD . . 
CD OUTPUT 
CLi &ONE - .- 
Cb 
CD RtkAHKS ANG RESTRICTIOhS 
. DATA POINTS IN DATA ARRAY MUST HAVE VALUE BETWEEN 
Cb 1. AhO 8, NO ERROR hESSAGE I S  GIVEN* 
CD 
CD WbhOUT1NES HEOUIRtU 
C1, PL/V 
C[r PLOTPT - 
CO 
CD WLThQU 
cli EACH OATA VALUE IS COMPARED TO THE BASE POSITION, IF IT 

PLTGEN PROGRAM 
PLACE FEN POSITION AND 
LISTING 
RETURN 
PLTGEN PROGHAN LISTING 
PHWKAMP~LR AN~J LATE 
G *  L a  hOUSER 
THw SYSTLI~S 
3 U W  1972 
PbriPoSt 
SUbHOUTIlk NUMbER COI~VEHTS A FLOATING POINT NUMBER INTO 
A FORt9ATTE.U HOLLERITH STRING* AVAILABLE SPECIFIED FORMATS 
AKE F 7 r l  A14b E 1 0 * 3 *  
USAbt 
C A L L  NUMBER C XIUUMI IFORM, X X t  Y Y I 
lNPu1 
CALLING SEuUENCE 
XNUM - FLOATING POINT NUMBER TO BE CONVERTED 
IFORM - FORMAT SELECTOR 0 = F7.1, 1 = E 1 0 * 3  
X - X COORDINATE OF FIRST D I G I T  
Y - Y COORDINATE OF FIRST D I G I T  
REMARKS ANU RESTRICTIONS 
SUUHOUTINL NUMBER DOES NOT CHECK FOR, OR PROTECT AGAINST 
THE ANPUT IJUMBER EXCEEDING THE SPECIFIED FORMAT L I M I T S *  
ME1 Hub 
THE S i 6 ~  At& EXPONENTIAL i4AGNITUOE OF THE INPUT hUMBER 
I S  DLTERMLI~EDI EACH DIGIT  OF THE NUMBER I S  THEN ISOLATED 
AND COhVEdTED TO HOLLERITH DATA* THE PROPERLY FORMATTED 
NUhBER CONVERTED TO A HOLLERITH STRING I S  THEN SENT TO 
- 
PLTGEN PROWAM LISTING 
CU SU~KOUTINL P i l I kT *  
CU 
C ~ * * * * * * * 4 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * *  
u I I * ~ I ~ S I ~ N  ICODL t l 4 )  t ICriARL10) t IF IELDL80)  
bkTk L 1CODLC I) t I=l t 1 Y )  /SHO t 5H1 t 5H2 r SH3 t 5H4 
* tSH5 t bHta t 5H7 t SH8 r 5H9 t5H+ t 5H- p5H. 
* t 5 h L  / 













IFH~AT=IFOHH - . .  
XNZXNUM 
UO 5 K = l t 8 0  - -- . . 
I F I ~ L D C K ) = I ~ L A ~ ~  
5 COlJ1 INUE . - .- 
C 
C DETEHMiNE I F  NUMBEH I S  NEGATIVE AND SET SIGN WORD 
C 
lS=ldLkNK 
IFLXri-U.0) 30e100 t50  
30 CONTIIW .. . 
IS=lCoULL 12) 
50 CONT Ilvut 
XIGAUSi XN 
C 
C DETEHi*IINt: I F  NUTB~EE -HAS A NEGATIVE EXPONENT AND SET 
C LXPONENT SlGrd WORD . - . -  . - 
C 
I F L X N - ~ , ~ )  60e80 t80  - -  -- - . . 
a0 GOkTlfuuE 
PLTGEN PROCHAM LISTING 





THC WRPY5r OF SUbROUTIiuE I N I T A L  I S  TO I N I T T 4 L I Z E  
T h t  PLOT W O G R A M  BY SETTING UP SCALE FACTORS? 'OARD 
OFFSt T t AIW UAl  A OFFSET COM~ANDS r 
USbibt 
CALL I t r I T k L  I:~XSCAL?~YSCAL?IXDOS~IYDOS~IXBOS~IYBOS) 
l W U l  
CALLlNG SCGUEwCt: 
IASCAL - X SCALE FACTOR L3333 I S  NOMINAL ONE TO OIJE 
CUHHESPOhDLNCL) 
IYSCAL - 1 SCALE FACTOR CSAME AS ABOVE) 
I X 3 0 5  - A OATA OFFSiT COO00 I S  NO OFFSET) 
Y J  - Y OATA OFFSET LOO00 I S  NO OFFSET) 
IAdOS - X dOAHD OFFSET CSAME AS ABOVE) 
IYd3S - Y BOAHU OFFSET CSAME AS ABOVE) 
dLWARKS ANu RESTRICTIONS 
NC)M 
WLThGD 
THE SCALE PACTORSe BOARD OFFSETPANO DATA OFFSET 
PLTGEN PROGIi A I ~ I  L 1 ST I NG 
SET UP SCkLk FACTON 
S t T  UP DATA OFFSET 




SubRGclTI~it PEN I S  USED '10 SELECT EITHER THE PLOT PEN OH 
THt; P H ~ N T L R ~  AND TO GIVE PEN UP OR PEN DOWN COMMANDS. 
I:.dPUT 
C A L L ~ N G  SL l jU i lK t  
ISLECT - 1 PEN 1 CPLOTTEH) 
2 PEN 2 CPRIIJTER) 
b PEN O W N  
7 PEN UP 
I& 1 hdLi 
ISLECT IS CHECKED TO DETERMINE I F  dL REQUEST I S  A S i L t C T b  
P U  OH PRidTEH COMMANO, TtiE APPROPRIATE CODE I S  SENT . - r 
TO SUdROUl INE COMANDI ISLECT = o -0s 7 AUTOMATICALLY G I V E S ,  
P C I ~  UP OH PEPJ UOWN CODE % 
PLTGEh PHOGHAM LISTING 
C b * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
lS=lSLtCT 
1 A a J  
il=ls 
C 
C IS = A t  SELECT PEbi 1 WITH CODE 11 
C 
IF1  1SrLc.l') IY=ll 
C . 
f 
b 15 = 2t SCLECT PRIkTER WITH CODE 12 
C 
1 t L  13.Cw.2) iY=12 
C 
C A L L  C O P I A N U C L X ~ I \  t1XtIX) 
C 
k.ctTUtw 
t E l i J  
PLTGEk PROGt3AH LISTING 
PUHFOSL 
S U ~ H W T I I ~  PHIiqT I S  USED TO CONVERT A STRING OF HOLLEHlTH 
CnAflACTEdS LNTO THE EAT PLOTTER CHARACTER SET* THE 
C ~ t ~ V i r i f  Ei) CHARACTLHS ARE THEh SENT T 0 SUBROUTIFJE COMANO 
l o  tlE. F OHIV IE~  INTO PLOT CO~*~MAIJDS. 
1 l\PU I' 
C A L L I M  SEdUEIw.X 
X - X COORdIhATE VALUE, STARTING POSITION BETWEEh 
-90993 AND +9a999 
Y - Y C03HDINATE VALUE, STARTING POSITION BETWEEN 
-9a999 AND +9*999  
ISTHIJcj - ARKAY CONTAINING CHP,HACTER STRING 
NUYHER - IWMBEH OF CHARACTER'; I N  CHARACTER STRING 
IOHIIJ - UHINTATION OF CHARACTERS 0 - VERTICAL@ 
1 - HORIZONTAL 
DEL - ULSTANCE BETWEEN CHARACTERS I N  INCHES 
OUTPUT 
WNE 
HtMAHha A h 3  HLSTiIICTIONS 
TnS MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO BE CONVERTED I N  ONE 
STHXNG IS 800  
THC CHARACTER STRING MUST BE COIJTAINED I N  AN ARRAY H A V l l J G  
Oh€ CriARPCTER PER NOR0 
PLTGEN PROGRAM LISTlNG 
. - d  
+ .  I#,L r t l i ) ~  
LU - C H A ~ ~ C T E R  I N  THE STRING I S  COMPARED WITH EACH 
. J  CHAKACTEK IN THE EA I  CHAHACTER SET, WHEN A MATCH I S  F , , X  
CL THE COX 1s SEiuT TO SUBROUTINE COMAND. THE SPACING 
0 .  
-  
. -  - VAPIAdLE I S  INCREMENTEU AI4D THE NEXT CHARACTER I N  THL 
. . S I H I i I u  I5 PHOCESSLG. 
b.b 
. . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * - * 1 ; * * * * 4 * * * 4 *  
1 1 5  IsT i41W d ~ )  t ICHARC 45)  t ICOUEC~S) t LABELL 80)  
4 .  
. . L H ~  CnAHACTSH lABLE 
" 
bArA-CICHAKC I) tI=l t4 .4) /5HO t 5 ~ 1  t5H2- - , SH3 t 5H4 t 
4 SH5 t b-lo , 5 ~ 7  t 5H8 , 5 ~ 9  , 5HA t 5HB t 
* 5tiC t 5h0 ! 5% t 5hF t 5tiG t 5HH t 5 H I  t 
s 5H3 t 5HK ? SHL v 5HM t 5HN r SHO r 5HP t 
* ShQ t btit3 , SHS P 5HU t 5HV t 5HW t 
'5HT ,5H+ * 5HX t SHY t 5HZ , 5HC t5H) t 
r5H- / * SH= t 3H* t 5Ht  8 .
OAIA CICODLCI), l = l t W ) /  46, i t  2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ;  ' 7 r i 0 ; 1 1 t 6 1 t 6 2 ~ 6 3  
* ~6~eb5t66~67t70t71t41t42t43t44e4S~46t47~5Ot5~t~2~23t24t25t26 
* ~ 2 7 ? 3 u ? 3 1 r Q ~ t b d t 3 4 t f 4 ~ l 3 t 5 4 t 3 3 d 3 /  
C . - 








l Y Z Y  
uO 10 I = l t N U H  
~AdkLt I = I S T d ~ t i t  I 1 
A0 CONTINUL 
C 
PLTGEN PROGt3AM LISTING 
I F ~ L A ~ ~ L L I ) ~ E w I ~ B L A I v K )  60 TO 50 
C 
C SLAHCH EAI CHARACTER TABLE 
C 
uo 3u ~ = l e r u  
lG J 
~ F L L A ~ L L L ~ ) * E Q . ~ C H A K L N ) )  GO TO 40 
30 C W l  rlucrL 
40 CONTA;JUL 
C 
C LUAU CHARACTER AND ORIENTATION CODE 
C 
ICn=ICubEC 14) 
IFL & I J e E w . l )  1c1-G-ICH 
C 
C SEND SELECT CHARACTER COMMAND 
C 
I CALL CO~ANUCIOVISLLCTPIO,ICH) 
C 
C SEW PLOT CHARACTER COMMAND 
C 
1 CALL C O ~ I A N O C I ~ ~ I ~ P I X P I Y ) "  50 COiJTINLIL: 1 F C I ~ a E d r l )  GO T 3  55 C 
IIvC~~EMENT Y SPACER I F  HORIZONTAL LETTERS [VERTICAL STRIJG) 
.. YY=YY+drLlA 
GO TI) 0 0  -. 
55 COiUllNUt: 
C 
- ., C INCHEMENT X SPACER I F  VERTICAL LETTERS EhORiZONTAL STR~JGI 
PLTGtlv PROGHAM LISTING 
PLTGEiv PRuGAAK LISTING 
ruflkub~ 
~LlhOTkp I S  A DUNMY ROUTINE TtiAT ALLOCATES CORE STORAGE FOR 
k CS-l A5bt14dLY LANGUAGE KoUTINE NAMED MAGTAPo THE CS-l 
Phdciti~i~, ?dudMS ALL TAPE oPERATIO~JS REQUIRED dY THE PH3- 
G & A P ~ O  koR TkPE PAhITY ERRORS THL MAGTAP ROUTINE ATTEMPTS 
k i O J c n Y  w MAXIMUM OF TEN TIibiES 
FUN u ~ J ~ ~ C ~ V ~ H A U L E  P HITY LRRoRSP FRAME COUNT ERRORS ANb 
Tl~.rIl\c\i E ~ ~ K O K S  THE C0;YIPUTEd COMES TO A HALT CITH NO PRINT- 
Eu LHduH rliSSAGES. TktE WEHATOR I S  ABLE TO DETERMINE THE 
N A T W ~  OF THE ERROR t i Y  INoICATOH LIGHTS ON THE TAPE DRIJE 
lfvPul . 
C A L L 1  146 SiwUEi'JCE 
1urT - eEQ.1 READ TAPE RECORD 
iOPT - rt.Qe2 WRITE TAPE RECORD 
1 - eEQ.3 BACKSPACL HECORD- - 
lUP1  - otO04 t3EhINU T A P E  
1 W F  - oEQ.5 WRITE F I L E  MARK 
I W T  - OLQ.< SPACE FILE FORWARD 
IUPT - 0Ea.7 SPACE F I L E  BACKYARD 
NUM - i~U~dEt4  OF WORDS I N  DATA RECORD 
AHHAY - DATA RECORD - . - 
I W T  - TAPE W I T  
TAPE 
PLTGtbi PHGGi.iA,*l L I S T I N G  
ttt;~~iW~{hS A ~ U  & ~ T H  AC TIOflS 
illhi,\( CHPL O P E R H T ~ O N  15 i4EiTHLH & HEAD OR WRITE,. NUM A h ,  
~ K ~ A Y  ARE DUMMY PARAMETERS* 
- T t i i S  UOUTIIJE ALLOCATES THE t4iCESSARY CORE REQUIRED FOH 
THE CS-1 PROGRAM NHICH MUST bE LOADED HY PAPER TAPE. SLE 
PnuciI4A~, S ) P E H A T A I ~  I I u S T ~ U C T I O I ~ S  FOR CORRECT PROCEDUHES. 
S J O ~ U U I L N E S  ktWIRL0 
IWJL 
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